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ABSTRACT

The spatial variability of rainfall is known to play an

important role in the process of surface runoff generation.

Yet, the typical assumption of uniform rainfall is still

applied in modeling the hydrological behavior of small

watersheds. To investigate the validity of this assumption, an

experiment was conducted in a small catchment (4.4 ha) in a

semi-arid environment. The distributed model KINEROS was used

to assess the sensitivity of predicted runoff to rainfall

variability.

Uncertainties in estimating rainfall input were shown to

have three major components: measurement errors, spatial

variability of the rainfall field, and wind. Their relative

importance is a function of the catchment scale, topography

and physical properties of the storms. Computation of runoff

based on the data from a unique raingage entails a high degree

of uncertainty. Even at small scales, the number and location

of raingages directly control the accuracy of runoff

simulation.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Rainfall Variability and Runoff Prediction

With the increasing development of highly sophisticated

rainfall-runoff models, concern is rising about the importance

of spatial variability of input data and watershed parameters

and their impact on the predictive capability of those models.

In particular, spatial variability and uncertainties in input

data represent a strong limitation for the parameter

identification problem of conceptual models (Goodrich and

Woolhiser, 1990). On a large scale, the crucial importance of

a good estimate of rainfall patterns is generally admitted.

However, the typical assumption of uniform rainfall is still

applied for small areas, whether they are studied as

individual catchments or represent an elementary area in a

distributed model.

Distributed rainfall-runoff models have the advantage of

being able to handle spatial variability of parameters and

input by dividing the watershed in elementary areas. Yet at

the scale of these elementary areas, homogeneity in these

variables is still assumed. Beven (1989) noted that

distributed models do not solve the problem of lumping, but

rather transfer it to another scale. Because the scale plays

a major role in all the mechanisms involved in the rainfall-

runoff process, it is now receiving more and more attention.

But, as Dooge (1982) observed, linking phenomena at various
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scales, from the field plot to the larger rivers is still an

unsolved problem.

Obviously, the impact of rainfall variability on runoff

prediction is related to the scale of the watershed and the

physical properties of the storm. The question addressed here

is the importance of this phenomenon for runoff simulation of

very small scale catchments. At least one experiment in a

semi-arid region (Goodrich, 1990) suggests that over a

distance of 300 m, rainfall measurements can show significant

variations. This leads to important differences in runoff

prediction by a distributed model.

The purpose of the present study was to determine with

precision the different components of rainfall measurement

variability and their impact on runoff prediction for small

watersheds (1 to 10 ha). To address this question, an

experiment was conducted in a semi-arid environment within the

USDA-ARS Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed, Tombstone,

Arizona. Runoff was modeled with a research version of the

distributed rainfall-runoff model KINEROS (Woolhiser et al.,

1990b) based on the kinematic wave theory.

1.2. Background

Although rainfall measurement accuracy has been studied

for a long time, it takes on new importance with the

development of complex distributed rainfall-runoff models.

This is particularly true when working at a very small scale,
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where minimal variations of rainfall induce important changes

in model response. Because we are interested in phenomena

occurring over a few hectares, it is of crucial importance to

have a global picture of the factors affecting rainfall

measurement variability. A detailed review of those factors

follows.

Another important concept is the definition of rainfall

measurement over a hillslope. This has been a source of

confusion for many decades (and still is). This concept is

clarified below. A more recent concern, which appeared with

the development of distributed models, is the impact of

rainfall variability on model performance. A review of the

latest developments in this field is presented as an

introduction to this section.

1. Impact of Rainfall on Model Performances 

As pointed out by Eleven and Hornberger (1982), early

approaches to modeling the rainfall-runoff process involved a

spatially lumped description of precipitation. In this case,

the raingage network density was calculated in terms of

optimizing the representativeness of the areal averages.

However, in the study of small catchments, information

regarding partial-area contributions to runoff are now

recognized as having an important impact on the

characteristics of the hydrograph. These characteristics are

generally described in terms of time to peak, peak discharge

and total runoff volume. Sharon (1970), quoting Betson (1964),
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indicated that the source area of runoff in a catchment would

comprise between 5 and 40% of the watershed. Sharon (1970) and

de Lima (1989) also emphasized the influence of wind velocity

on the characteristics of overland flow.

To accommodate rainfall variability, a model must be

distributed in some way. Jacobi and Dawdy (1973) and Dawdy and

Bergman (1969) studied the response of a 25 km 2 watershed in

Southern California with a deterministic rainfall-runoff

model. They observed a gain in simulation accuracy when three

raingages were used instead of one and indicated that with one

raingage the minimum simulation error on peak discharge could

not be less than 20%. However, an estimate of mean areal

precipitation used as input to a lumped simulation gave as

much accuracy as a distributed model dividing the catchment in

three input zones.

Hromadka (1987 a, b) also insisted on the importance of

the areal distribution of precipitation in using rainfall-

runoff models. He argued that without sufficient information

about rainfall distribution, the practice of discretization of

the catchment into sub-areas might not be justified. Beven and

Hornberger (1982) simulated convective storm precipitation to

study the impact of rainfall pattern on a simple deterministic

distributed model of Friends Creek Watershed, Illinois (287

km 2 ). They found that the variable which is the most sensitive

to rainfall variability is time to peak, while streamf low
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volume sensitivity is insignificant. Yet, these results may

not be applicable to catchments at a smaller scale.

Kinematic wave approximation models are well suited to

take into account the spatial distribution of rainfall. Wilson

et al. (1979) used such a model on a 68.6 km 2 watershed in

Puerto Rico and compared the simulation based on input from

one and 20 raingages (the 20 raingages were located according

to a square grid). They observed significant differences in

the simulated output.

Osborn (1984) simulated different rainfall patterns as

input for the physically-based model KINEROS in a sub-

watershed (225 ha) of the USDA-ARS Walnut Gulch Experimental

Watershed. He concluded that for small watersheds (< 1.6 km 2 ),

spatial and temporal distributions of precipitation exert a

significant influence on peak discharge and total runoff. He

also suggested that when the watershed area becomes greater,

the rainfall distribution influence should increase.

Woolhiser (1986) studied the sensitivity of calculated

peak runoff rates to rainfall sampling frequency by using

KINEROS to simulate runoff for various conditions of soil

infiltration parameters. He concluded that a 5 min sampling

interval was necessary to correctly simulate runoff in the

case of heavy textured soils while dealing with large

convective storms (provided that the basin equilibrium time

was greater than 16 min). This observation shows the
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importance of temporal rainfall variability in the rainfall-

runoff relationship of small catchments.

In a parameter sensitivity analysis of KINEROSR for small

catchments, Goodrich (1990) analyzed the data from two nearby

raingages (300 m apart) and the variations induced in runoff

simulation for a 4.4 ha catchment in Walnut Gulch using each

gage independently. He observed relative differences in

rainfall measurement ranging up to 40%, which produced

significant variations in simulated runoff volume and peak

rate. A careful examination of the data led to the conclusion

that such differences result from the spatial pattern of

rainfall adding to the inevitable variations due to

measurement inaccuracies. A sensitivity analysis of the same

model showed that rainfall input is the most crucial factor in

runoff prediction accuracy. The author noted also that

sensitivity of runoff to rainfall variability was a function

of catchment scale and storm size: the model is more sensitive

to variations for small than for large storms. Goodrich (1990)

also emphasized the fact that a balance must be maintained

between catchment discretization and the rainfall information:

no complex representation of a watershed will improve the

performances of a distributed model without sufficient

rainfall information.

Working at a larger scale (150 km 2) with the same model,

Hendrickson (1989, unpublished) found that the most important

factors in the determination of hydrograph peak rates are
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rainfall and soil saturated conductivity. A 10% variation in

rainfall rate lead to 48% variation in peak rate.

The model (KINEROSR) has an infiltration component. Flood

routing is based on the kinematic wave equations. In certain

conditions of basin and storm scale, this structure results in

non-linear behavior. Singh and Woolhiser (1976) have shown

that non-linear models can, in certain circumstances, amplify

input errors. This shows the importance of providing accurate

input data.

In assessing the viability of the distributed model SHE

(Système Hydrologique Européen), Bathurst (1986) found that in

the case of two upland catchments in Wales, simulation was not

very sensitive to spatial distribution of rainfall and soil

parameters. Similarly, Storm et al. (1988) investigated the

effects of uncertainties in mean areal precipitation on the

runoff prediction for a watershed in Denmark. They observed a

clear filtering effect of the model and reduction in

estimation error on the runoff compared to the estimated error

on precipitation. This suggests that, in temperate regions,

the influence of rainfall variability could be less important

than in arid regions.

2. Concepts of Rainfall Measurement on Slopes 

There has been much confusion about the concept of

precipitation measurement. Hayes (1944), quoting Brooks

(1938), states that it consists of obtaining "a fair sample of

the fall reaching the Earth's surface over the area
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represented by the measurement." The area referred to is the

horizontal or map area. Even when measured on a slope,

precipitation is always expressed as depth of water on a

horizontal area.

On this basis, gages with their rim placed horizontally

(vertical gages) are called "conventional gages". Standard

gages generally refer to the type of gage adopted by the

national service of a country responsible for rainfall

measurement. Most of the time, they are vertical gages,

installed at a fixed height above the ground.

It seems that the concept of horizontal area led many to

a misunderstanding of rainfall measurement when dealing with

sloping ground. Sharon (1980) gave examples of various papers

where measurements by means of conventional gages were

compared in terms of accuracy with gages installed parallel to

the slope. Mixing the slope aspect with measurement errors

related to wind, these authors generally considered that the

best gages are those showing the highest precipitation catch

(Hayes, 1944; Hayes and Kittredge, 1949). Hibbert (1977),

observing that tilted gages did not catch more rain than

vertical gages, concluded that tilted gages did not perform

better than the others. Linsley et al. (1982), indicated that

"practically speaking, no gage has been designed which will

give reliable measurement on steep slopes experiencing high

winds and such sites should be avoided." In addition, Sevruk

(1973 and 1974) observed that tilted gages give better results
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in the determination of rainfall-elevation relationship in the

Alps.

Storey and Hamilton (1943), analyzing the results of an

extensive study conducted in San Dimas Experimental Forest

(Southern California) noted that "rainfall measurements made

with the standard 8 inch rain-gage are constantly low" and

that its "accuracy can be increased by tilting it normal to

the slope." Storey and Wilm (1944) were closer to the correct

interpretation when they observed that in small watersheds

with rough and steep slope, tilted gages catch more rain than

vertical gages in the wind facing slopes and less in the

slopes opposite to wind. They concluded that "tilted gages

should be expected to provide a closer approach than vertical

gages to the true volume of precipitation caught on a mountain

watershed with the reservation that enough gages must be

installed to provide a truly representative sample of the

various slopes and exposures existing in the drainage area

studied."

Peck (1973) concluded from a symposium on rainfall

measurement in mountainous areas that "the basic question is

to determine what we really wish to measure. If it is to

compare the precipitation in different regions, then the

vertical gage must be used. If an estimate of hydrologic

precipitation is needed, then tilted gages may be used." What

Peck calls hydrologic precipitation and Sharon (1980) calls

effective rainfall, is the amount of water that actually
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reaches the ground. On a slope, this amount is not the same as

the amount of rain falling on a horizontal surface unless wind

speed is nil (see illustration in Appendix 2). This was proved

theoretically by Fourcade (1942) and Hamilton (1954) and the

combined effect of wind and slope on hydrologic rainfall was

illustrated by Sharon (1980) and Poreh and Mechrez (1984).

Hamilton (1954), showed how inclined rain falling on a slope

is incorrectly sampled by a vertical raingage. A good

illustration of this is to imagine the case of a rain inclined

at 45 0 over a gable roof. Obviously, one side of the roof

receives much more water than the other side. Yet a vertical

raingage can only provide one measurement to describe the rain

falling on both sides.

Hamilton (1954) and Sharon (1980) derived the equations

relating hydrologic precipitation to conventional gage data

(see Appendix 2). This computation can be performed only if

the drop inclination and azimuth are known with sufficient

accuracy. These conditions are hard to fulfill when spatial

and temporal distribution of wind speed and direction are

highly variable. The authors showed that a good measurement

cannot be related to the amount of rain caught by the gage. In

order to measure the hydrologic precipitation, gages oriented

with their rim parallel to the ground are necessary if no

accurate way of measuring drop trajectories is provided.

The influence of wind on precipitation inclination is far

from being negligible. Sharon et al. (1988), who studied
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rainfall catch at the scale of the furrow in an agricultural

field, reported that the rainfall catch ratio between the lee-

and windward sides of the furrow was 1:4, which represents a

deviation of ± 60% from the vertical measurement. In another

study in the Negev desert (Israel), Sharon (1980) reports

rainfall inclinations between 40° and 60° in storms with wind

speed of 10 m/s, with exceptional values reaching 70°. In an

extensive study of precipitation in San Dimas Experimental

Watershed (Southern California), Hamilton (1944, 1954) showed

that very large variations of rainfall catch could be

explained by wind effect. Hamilton (1954) also showed that the

technique of dividing the watershed in homogenous facets and

installing one tilted gage in each of them gave a better

representation of rainfall distribution than with vertical

gages. Further more, de Lima (1989) explained variations in

erosion rates of experimental erosion plots in Alentejo

(Portugal) by the orientation of the plots with respect to

wind.

In conclusion, when studying the distribution of rainfall

over a watershed at a very small scale, gages tilted

perpendicular to the ground slope should provide an unbiased

estimate of the hydrologic precipitation provided that their

measurements are used to represent the precipitation on

topographic facets of uniform slope and exposure (Storey and

Wilm, 1944). Spatial interpolation techniques to determine the
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precipitation over a given area should not be used in that

case.

3. Rainfall Measurement and Errors 

Rainfall measurement errors are not a new issue. Rodda

(1967) reported that more than 200 years ago, experiments

carried out at Westminster Abbey showed that an elevated gage

caught less rain than those closer to the ground. Since that

initial study, measurement errors were intensively studied

(Rodda, 1973). Dreaver and Hutchinson (1974) noted that in any

estimate of an areal or point value of a meteorological

element, we can find four sources of errors:

- a) systematic spatial and altitudinal variations of

the element;

- b) systematic measurement error;

- c) random measurement error;

- d) random errors due to the nature of the sample (due

for instance to the necessity of representing an

areal value by some function of a point value).

This study focuses on the errors directly related to

measurement.

Random errors, due to imprecision in measurement, are

usually small and compensating (Linsley et al., 1982).

Systematic errors can be of various types: water loss during

the measurement, adhesion loss on the surface of the gage, and

raindrop splash from the collector. These errors are

cumulative and lead to an underestimation of the actual amount
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of rain. Yet, except in particular situations, they do not

represent an important percentage of the precipitation.

The only serious systematic error is the measurement

deficiency due to wind. The presence of the gage induces a

disturbance of the horizontal component of the airflow. The

air is deflected away from the orifice of the gage and is

accelerated across it. This effect increases with wind speed

and varies with the diameter of drops. Computer simulations

have shown that for drops between 1 and 5 mm in diameter,

standard (US) raingages catch from 93 to 11% of the drops as

the wind speed increases from 3 to 18 m/s (Mueller and Kidder,

1972).

Because the wind speed increases with elevation above the

ground and because elevated gages offer more resistance to

wind, the elevation of the gage rim above ground is an

important factor. It is generally admitted that the most

accurate measure of precipitation is obtained with a ground-

level gage (pit gage), provided that precautions have been

taken to avoid in-splashing (Rodda, 1967 and 1968, Neff, 1977,

Bochkov and Struzer, 1970). Splashing effects are reported to

cause between 1.5 and 2.5% overestimation (Bochkov and

Struzer, 1970, Green, 1970). Green (1970) indicated that above

7.5 cm from the ground, in-splashing is negligible. Generally,

pit gages are surrounded by fiber mats to reduce in-splashing.

Impressive differences between pit and elevated gages have

been reported. Neff (1977) reported that normally exposed
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gages (with their rim about 1 m above the ground) catch 5 to

15% less rain than pit gages. These differences vary between

0% and 75% for individual rains, depending on wind

characteristics during the storm (measurements conducted in

Idaho, Montana and Washington). Rodda (1967) measured a

difference of 6.6% for the British network and estimates that

the probable error for gages situated 1 m above the ground is

about 10% on the average. Aldridge (1976) also reported

differences around 6.3% for cumulative measurements in New

Zealand, with monthly variations between 0.6 and 13.5% and

observed the biggest differences on hill slopes. Also in New

Zealand, Dreaver and Hutchinson (1974), found an overall

deficiency of 25% for a rim height of 30 cm.

The two alternative solutions to reduce error due to wind

are to lower the gage rim closer to ground level or to protect

it from the wind. Protection of the gages can be performed by

natural fences (shrubs, trees) or by artificial shields.

According to Brown and Peck (1962), a gage is considered

well protected when it is surrounded in all directions by

objects subtending angles from 20 to 30 degrees from the gage

orifice (not more than 45 degrees). This can be performed by

natural vegetation. Sevruk (1987) notes that "the so-called

bush shelter measurement technique is [the most] reliable both

in summer and winter [...] The gauge is set up in the middle

of a patch of shrubs or young wood of about two to three acres

which have to be regularly trimmed to the height of the gauge.
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The wind caused distortions are irrelevant." However, Helvey

and Patric (1983) warned that natural protection is not always

sufficient to avoid undersampling in standard gages.

Artificial shields have also been utilized for various

situations. The most commonly used shield is the Alter shield

(Linsley et al. 1982), adopted by the US as a standard.

In the San Dimas study, Hamilton (1944) gives the

relationship between wind speed, rainfall inclination and

catch differences between shielded and unshielded gages. Such

a study can only be performed by using vectopluviometers

measuring the horizontal component of rain in the four

cardinal directions.

According to Dreaver and Hutchinson (1974) a good

estimate of wind error can be obtained from a station

consisting of a ground-level gage, a standard gage, a gage

fitted with an Alter shield and an anemometer. For dense

network studies, Kalma et al. (1969) have presented a small

orifice gage which showed good agreement compared with

standard rain gages under various conditions in Israel. Storey

and Hamilton (1943), however, observed a loss of accuracy when

small gages were used instead of standard gages. Sharon (1980)

uses 6.5 cm 2 gages with the rim 30 cm above the ground. He

justifies this choice by the fact that this height reduces

wind effects.

Another source of error can be found in the data

reduction process. For weighing-type recording raingages,
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cumulative rainfall is generally recorded on charts, which

must then be digitized. Chery and Beaver (1976) and Shirley

(unpublished) have shown that the digitizing process could

induce considerable error in the computation of rainfall

intensity.

4. Spatial and Temporal Variability of Storms 

Measurements of spatial variability of precipitation have

been conducted on many occasions by means of radar, raingage

networks or combinations of the two. Radar measurements,

calibrated by raingages, give the best results for large areas

(>200 km 2 ), because they provide a two dimensional image of

precipitation. Yet, Hildebrand et al. (1979) found that if the

raingage network has a density greater than 1 gage/100 km 2 ,

radar information is of little utility.

Rainfall recorders and raingage networks have provided

numerous experimental data about spatial rainfall

distribution. On a large scale (>2000 km 2 ), rainfall pattern

was shown to be influenced by orographic effects (Peck, 1973).

Parameters like elevation, slope exposure and orientation of

the station as related to the inflow of air masses have an

influence on rainfall pattern.

In regions where thunderstorms prevail, a much higher

network density is necessary. Network densities of around

1 gage per square mile or per km 2 were installed in various

locations, generally in connection with runoff studies by Huff

(1970), Merva et al. (1971), Neff (1965) and Jacobi and Dawdy
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(1973). The Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed falls in this

category, with one gage every square mile (2.6 km 2 ).

There are two main factors to take into account in the

study of thunderstorm variability: the physical properties of

the storm and the influence of topography (Schulze, 1976).

Convective storms are known to show a very important

spatial and temporal variability. Huff (1970) measured storm

intensity variations in Illinois for 1 minute rates. He found

that the differences in measurement from two stations 1 mile

apart are about 45% for high intensity rainfalls (125 mm/hour)

and 64% for low intensity rain (2.5 mm/hour).

May and Julien (1990) used cross-correlation techniques

to study the raingage network resolution for different kinds

of storms. Their results clearly indicate that convective

storms exhibit more erratic behavior and require denser gage

spacing than stratiform events.

Sharon (1972) emphasized the random aspect of small scale

convective rainfalls. For Walnut Gulch, Osborn (1967) observed

that point intensity can reach 250 mm/hour. The runoff

producing rainfall doesn't generally last more than 15 minutes

(90% last less than 30 min.) and generally covers an area

smaller than 5 mi 2 (13 km 2 ). In another study, Osborn and Lane

(1981) showed that two raingages 5 km apart can be considered

independent for thunderstorm events.

As stated by Hutchinson (1970), "no one definition of

areal variability has universal acceptance". Generally, the
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standard error of mean precipitation is taken as a reference

to study the variability between stations. In fact, when

dealing with rainfall-runoff relationship of thunderstorms,

short period intensities should be compared.

Many authors proposed methods to estimate the network

density requirements (Hershfield, 1965, Matalas, 1967,

Hutchinson, 1970, Sharon, 1972, Dean and Snyders, 1977, Shih,

1982). They choose a value for the correlation coefficient r

(generally 0.9) and perform a multilinear correlation

analysis. Neff (1965) suggested that for intensive hydrologic

investigation, a density of one gage per mi 2 should be

necessary to obtain 95% confidence on rain.

Hershfield (1965), having studied 15 storms on 15

different watersheds (including Walnut Gulch) all over the US,

provided a graphical method to compute the distance between

gages to obtain r=0.9, as a function of statistical

characteristics of precipitation (r is calculated for the

total amount of rain for each storm). For Walnut Gulch, he

found a distance of 1 km. In another study including Walnut

Gulch, Hershfield (1969) observed large variations in storm

total for very small distances, with extreme differences

reaching 1.4 inch (35 mm) over a 0.25 mile (400 m) distance.

Osborn et al. (1972, 1979) studied the rainfall variability on

Walnut Gulch in more detail. They found that to obtain a

correlation coefficient r=0.9, the mean distance between two

gages should be 1800 feet (540 m) when related to the total
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storm precipitation and 1000 feet (300 m) when related to the

maximum intensity in 15 minutes.

Shih (1982) suggested that catchments be divided in

hydrological homogenous areas presenting uniformity with

respect to vegetation, elevation, soil, physiography, slope

and orientation. The raingage network is then designed to

represent these different areas. Such an approach has the

advantage of allowing for the measurement of hydrologic

rainfall by installing the gages perpendicular to the mean

slope of their representative area.

In fact, no study of rainfall network requirements has

been performed at a very small scale with the purpose of

simulation sensitivity analysis. The only experimental studies

that were carried out on a relatively large area and with a

very dense network are those of San Dimas Experimental Forest

(Burns, 1953, Phanartzis, 1972), where 141 raingages were

installed at a mean density of 1 gage for 0.4 km 2 . But no

analysis of the relation between rainfall variability and

network density was performed.

The other aspect of rainfall catch variability is related

to topographical influence. In San Dimas, Burns (1953) showed

the relationship between rainfall variations and five factors:

elevation, slope, aspect and zone of influence.

The importance of slopes and their orientation in

relation to the prevailing winds is the topographic aspect

that has received the most attention. Some authors reported
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that windward slopes receive more rain than leeward slopes

(Sandsborg, 1970, Eishmeier et al., 1965) while others

observed the opposite phenomenon (Sartz, 1966, Sharon, 1980).

Poreh and Mechrez (1984) proposed a theoretical explanation

showing that variations from one to the other side of a hill

depend on wind speed, wind direction and drop size. The

combination of small drops and strong winds could create a

lifting of rain drops from wind- to leeward, where they would

deposit. In the other cases (large drops, slight wind), the

windward side should receive more rain. Comparisons between

measurements on crests and in the valleys also showed

contradictory results (Hamilton, 1944, Sandsborg, 1970, Sartz,

1966).

No reference to temporal variations in rainfall at the

scale of the hectare was found in the literature. In a review

paper, Berndtsson and Niemczynowicz (1988) recalled that the

influence of rainfall kinematics on the runoff generation

processes has been known for some time. They gave examples

showing that the movement of a storm over a catchment can

significantly influence the magnitude and shape of the

hydrograph (their examples involved a 7 km2 and a 20 km2

watershed). Niemczynowicz (1987 and 1988) proposed a technique

to infer the movement of the storm from raingage data and to

use this information as a complementary information in runoff

prediction at the scale of 20 km 2 .
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From the foregoing review, it is apparent that little is

known of rainfall variability and of its impact on runoff

prediction at the hectare scale. Uncertainties in measurement

may play a significant role. Previous experiments have shown

that these errors are a non negligible fraction of the total

rainfall amount. They deserve careful attention, at a scale

where variations are expected to be relatively small. It is

also necessary to investigate the importance of error

introduced by measurement with vertical gages and assess their

subsequent impact on runoff prediction. Finally, the

characteristics of convective storms suggests that trends can

be expected in rainfall distribution, even over small areas of

a few hectares. The relative importance of these three

components in the whole process of runoff generation needs to

be analyzed.

1.3. Research Objectives and Approach

While studying the behavior of a distributed physically-

based model (KINEROSR) over a large range of basin scales,

Goodrich (1990) noticed that two adjacent raingages,

approximately 300 in apart, would provide significantly

different rainfall intensity measurements. This study was made

on the basis of measurements from the USDA-ARS Walnut Gulch

Experimental Watershed, in a region characterized by intensive

convective storms. When used as input to KINEROSR for modeling

the behavior of small catchments (0.4 to 4.4 ha), the author
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noted significant sensitivity of the model to rainfall input.

The question arose then to know if the assumption of rainfall

field homogeneity at such a small scale was valid. This is of

prime importance in assessing the reliability of small

watershed models. As pointed out by Woolhiser et al. (1990a)

who studied the hydrological effects of brush to grass

conversion in small watersheds, the standard error of estimate

for a model is still greater than that for paired basins, part

of it being due to uncertainties in rainfall input.

To address this question, the following problems must be

solved.

1) A better understanding of the physical properties of

the rainfall field at such a small scale is necessary.

2) Rainfall measurement accuracy is another issue related

to this problem. The effect of measurement errors and data

reduction imprecision on the predicted runoff needs to be

known with enough precision to evaluate confidence limits for

model response.

3) Finally, it is admitted that wind fields can be very

important in convective storms. The difference between

hydrologic and measured rainfall impacts on runoff modeling

must also be investigated.

Clearly, to address these questions, an experimental

approach is necessary. Few field studies involving very small

scale variability of rainfall fields have been conducted in
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the past. When dense networks were used, they were generally

not designed to answer these specific questions.

The Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed, near Tombstone

(Arizona) provides an ideal location for such an experiment

(see Figure 1.1). At larger scale (from 1 to 150 km2), its

hydrology is well known and numerous studies provide

information concerning the spatial and temporal aspects of

convective storms. At the smaller scale, three catchments

ranging from 0.4 to 4.4 ha have been modeled in great

geometric detail using KINEROSR. This model provides an

excellent basis for the assessment of runoff sensitivity to

small scale rainfall variability.

The objective of this study is to better understand how

rainfall uncertainties impair the performances of a runoff

model for small catchments. Four questions need to be answered

for this purpose:

1. How much uncertainty is involved in the measurement of

precipitation?

2. How important is the effect of wind in the

assessment of hydrologic precipitation?

3. Is there, at a very small scale, a spatial and

temporal variability of rainfall significant enough

to affect the estimate of areal precipitation?

4. How do these three components relate to runoff

prediction accuracy?
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CHAPTER 2

MATHEMATICAL MODELING

2.1. KINEROSR, a Distributed Rainfall-Runoff Model 

A research version of the model described by Woolhiser et

al. (1990b) was used to assess the impact of rainfall

variability on simulated runoff. It is an event-based model

employing the kinematic wave approximation to overland and

channel flow. A description of the theoretical aspects of the

model is presented in Appendix 1. The characteristics of the

model which play a direct role in this study are described

below.

1. Physical Bases of the Model 

KINEROSR is a distributed model in which a watershed is

represented by a succession of cascading planes and channels.

The level of discretization of the watershed can be chosen by

the user, from the most complex representation to a single

plane. An extensive study of the impact of the level of

geometric complexity on the behavior of the model was

conducted by Goodrich (1990).

A basic model assumption is that surface runoff

production can be described by the Hortonian mechanism (i.e.

runoff is produced when the rainfall rate is greater than the

infiltration capacity). For this reason, the model is well

adapted to regions with a deep water table, where subsurface

flow does not play an important role in runoff generation.
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The model accounts for infiltration using the method of

Smith and Parlange (1978). It is a two parameter model and is

solved numerically. The parameters of the model are the

saturated hydraulic conductivity K s and a parameter accounting

for sorptivity. It requires the soil water content at the

beginning of the storm (expressed as a decimal fraction of the

porosity) and assumes a uniform soil moisture depth profile.

On a given plane, spatial variability of the infiltration

capacity is accounted for by assuming a log normal

distribution of K. The coefficient of variation of this

distribution (CV) is a characteristic parameter of the plane.

Runoff on the planes and in the channels is computed by

solving the continuity and the dynamic wave equation under the

kinematic assumption. The resistance-velocity relationship is

approximated by a power function of the stage (Manning's or

Chézy formula). The surface routing and infiltration

components are interactive. When rain ceases, infiltration

continues provided water remains on the planes.

The model accounts for spatial and temporal variability

of rainfall. For each plane element, a space-time

interpolation scheme computes rainfall intensities as a linear

combination of intensities at the three nearest gages.

The model has been shown to be particularly sensitive to

the following parameters: rainfall input, initial soil

moisture, saturated hydraulic conductivity, including its

distribution on a plane, and the hydraulic roughness
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coefficient. It is generally not very sensitive to geometric

and topographic parameters.

2. The Watershed

KINEROSR has been used to model three small sub-

watersheds of Walnut Gulch in the Lucky Hills area. The

catchments, referred as LH-102, LH-104 and LH-106, encompass

areas of 1.46, 4.40 and 0.36 ha respectively (Figure 2.1). LH-

102 and LH-106 are subwatersheds of LH-104. The internal

subwatershed data enables the verification of internal

consistency in the prediction of runoff.

The catchment selected for this study is LH-104. The most

complex representation of this watershed involves 240 elements

of planes and channels. This watershed geometric

representation employs first order channels as derived from a

1:480 scale map. An aggregated version of the watershed

geometry considers only the channels of order superior or

equal to two. It divides the catchment in 54 elements (38

planes, 15 channels and 1 pond). No considerable loss of model

performance, measured by the Nash-Sutcliff efficiency

statistic for runoff volume and peak rate, was observed when

using the aggregated geometry. The model was calibrated with

respect to Ks , CV and Manning's roughness coefficient n and

verified using an independent sample of events.

Before this experiment, rainfall data were acquired from

two raingages: RG-83, at the northern end of the watershed,

and RG-384 at the western end. The gages are dual-traverse
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weighing recording gages with a depth resolution of

approximately 0.15 mm ± 0.30 mm and a time resolution of 2.5

min ± 5 min. The gage rim is located 1 m above the ground.

2.2. Model Adaptations 

Two modifications were performed to help assess the

sensitivity of the model to rainfall variability. The first

adaptation enables the model to account for information

provided by non-recording raingages. The experimental study

(see Chapter 4) demonstrated a high degree of model

sensitivity to the total amount of rain falling on the

catchment. If complementary information about the rainfall

distribution over the catchment is available, this information

must be combined with the rainfall intensity measurements to

account for small scale variations of total rainfall depth.

In the modified version of the model, rainfall is

calculated in three steps:

1. Computation of the rainfall intensity distribution for

a unit rain by dividing the intensities by the total

rainfall depth of the recording gage;

2. Computation of the total rainfall depth on a plane by

averaging the measurements from nearby nonrecording

raingages;

3. Rainfall intensities from 1. are then multiplied by

the total rainfall depth obtained in 2. to obtain the

rainfall distribution over each plane.
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The second modification of the model was made to study

the impact of rainfall inclination on runoff prediction. The

equations for the hydrologic precipitation as a function of

measured rainfall, inclination and azimuth are detailed in

Appendix 2. The model requires the individual azimuth of each

plane and the characteristics of the rain. Rainfall

inclination is assumed constant in time and space.

2.3. Influence of Wind on Runoff Prediction

1. The Effect of Wind on Rainfall Inclination in
Lucky Hills 

It has been demonstrated (Storey and Wilm, 1944, Hamil-

ton, 1954, Sharon, 1980) that the actual rainfall catch by a

hillslope in windy conditions cannot be computed from data

obtained by a conventional vertical raingage unless rainfall

inclination (from the vertical) and azimuth are known with

sufficient accuracy. Vectopluviometers, however, provide a

fair estimate of rainfall mean inclination and azimuth during

a rain event (Fourcade, 1942, Hamilton, 1954) by measuring the

vertical and horizontal components of the rain.

Vectopluviometer data from Walnut Gulch Experimental

Watershed have been recorded between 1971 and 1975 at 11 dif-

ferent recording gages locations, including gage 83 in the

Lucky Hills area. Part of this data was analyzed in an attempt

to better understand the general characteristics of summer

convective storms.
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1.a. Sampling sites and instruments 

The recording raingages are those described in the

previous section. Vectopluviometers measure the vertical

component of the rain (similar to a classic gage) and its four

cardinal horizontal components: N, E, S, and W. The orifice of

these gages is also situated 1 in above the ground.

For the purpose of the analysis, data from gage 83 were

analyzed. Data from gage 61, 6 miles East of gage 83 were also

analyzed to provide a comparative estimate of rainfall

characteristics. Finally, data from gage 87, 2 miles East of

gage 83 were also studied but only for high intensity

convective summer storms (see the location of the gages in

Figure 1.1).

1.b. Data Processing and Analysis 

Measurements from the vectopluviometers were reported

directly on the corresponding recording charts. Each set of

data consisted of 5 measurements: R, the vertical component of

the rain, and N, E, S, and W, the four horizontal components,

expressed in hundredths of inches.

Not all the data could be used. Data were not recorded

for all storms. Some gages were plugged, or there were

problems with the recording gages. In some instances,

accumulated data over various events was recorded. This makes

the estimation of wind for individual storms impossible.

At first, the entire set of data was processed for gages

61 and 83 each time data from the vectopluviometers was
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available between 1971 and 1975. This gave respective totals

of 43 and 57 events. Then, a first screening eliminated events

for which the data were not reliable. This brought the numbers

of events to 34 and 53 respectively.

A second selection (Step 2) was made, keeping only the

events for which the total amount of precipitation was greater

than 2.5 mm and in which the main event would represent more

than 50% of the total precipitation. Decisions were made by

analyzing nearby recording charts. This selection left 31 and

42 events for gages 61 and 83 respectively. Finally, high

intensity, single event, summer rainfalls (from June to

October) were selected from the above set. This selection led

to respective numbers of 6 and 19 events. Data from gage 87

were also selected on this criteria.

Hamilton (1954) gave the equations for computing the

rainfall mean inclination and azimuth for a given storm. If R

is the catch of the standard vertical gage, N, E, S and W, the

catches of the directional gages, then the following equation

for the mean storm azimuth z b can be derived as:

RE
tan zb -

	

	 (2.1)
RN

where: b is the mean inclination of rain from the vertical,

RN = N-S = horizontal component of the rain in the N-S

direction,
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RE = E-W = horizontal component of the rain in the E-W

direction.

The average inclination of the rain is then given by one

of the following equations:

tan b
RN 

R cos Zb

RE
(2.2)

tan b
R sin zb 

1.c. Analysis of the Results 

Statistics from the three successive selection steps are

given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 (next page). In these tables, n is

the number of events, R, N, E, S, W are the mean values of

catch for the vertical and the four horizontal gages, and b is

the mean rainfall inclination in degrees.

STEP 1:
GAGE NUMBER

ALL MEASURED RAINS
61	 83

STEP 2:
61

(SEE TEXT)
83

n 34 53 31 42
R 14.0* 15.0 15.0 16.0
N 3.6 3.6 3.8 3.6
E 2.5 4.3 2.8 4.8
S 3.6 4.6 3.8 5.3
W 3.0 2.5 3.3 2.0

b (degrees) 26 25 27 23
std(b) 17 16 17 14
C.V. 0.65 0.64 0.63 0.61

*: mean value in mm for the n events.

Table 2.1: Statistics for stations 61 and 83 for steps 1 and
2 (1971-1975).
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While the reduced number of events for each station does

not allow a detailed statistical analysis, some tendencies can

be observed.

LOCATION 61 83 87

n 6 19 10
R 19.3* 21.3 23.1
N 4.8 5.1 4.3
E 6.1 7.1 5.8
S 7.6 8.1 10.7
W 2.3 2.0 5.1

b (degrees) 29 29 40
std(b) 12 13 17
C.V. 0.41 0.45 0.43

*: mean value in mm for the n events.

Table 2.2: Statistics for high intensity convective summer
storms > 2.5 mm for stations 61,83 and 87 (Step 3).

Logically, the value of R increases from step 1 to

step 3, reflecting the selection process. For step 3, the mean

vertical component of the rain varies between 19.3 mm for

station 61 and 23.1 mm for station 87.

Both tables 2.1 and 2.2 show that rainfall inclination is

not a negligible factor, with mean values ranging from 23° to

40°. It should be emphasized here that the sampling method

allows only for the computation of the mean rainfall

inclination during an event. This measure is very sensitive to

variations in wind direction during the storm. Consequently,

instantaneous values of b can be much higher than the mean.

The decrease in inclination from step 1 to step 2 for

station 83 is probably due to the fact that low intensity
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winter storms were eliminated in step 2. When snowing, very

large values of b are observed during the storms.

From step 2 to step 3, the mean value of b increases, due

mainly to the fact that multi-event precipitations were

eliminated in step 3. Those events are more likely to combine

rains coming from opposite directions. This is reflected in

the computation process by a low value of b. Correlations

between rainfall intensity and inclination could not be

detected.

The very good agreement between stations 61 and 83 in

terms of mean and standard deviation of b for the three sets

of events suggests a certain confidence in the values

obtained. However, data from station 87, which is

significantly higher, show that large variations must be

expected. The coefficients of variation are similar for the

three stations.

A study of the distribution of b for the three stations

shows that the values are uniformly distributed between 0° and

50°, with some rare events superior to 50°. Mean wind

direction during a storm is generally constant but does not

show any preferential orientation. It is a function of the

relative position of the gage to storm cells.

Finally, very little correlation could be detected

between two stations for a given event in terms of volume R,

inclination b and aspect z b . This confirms the high spatial
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variability characteristics of convective storms (Osborn,

1967, Osborn and Lane, 1981).

2. Impact of Rainfall Inclination on Predicted Runoff 

In this section, the sensitivity of KINEROSR to rainfall

inclination is examined. The amount of rain falling on a

hillslope can be quantified by two methods:

1. measurements from a gage tilted with its rim parallel

to the mean slope of the hill;

2. measurements from a conventional gage, with

application of a correction factor involving rainfall

inclination and aspect.

The second method was applied here because it clearly

shows the influence of wind on model input.

2.a. Assumptions 

A series of assumptions must be made when applying the

correction factor. First, wind speed and aspect are assumed

constant during one event. In addition, the rainfall

inclination is considered uniform over the drop size spectrum

(Sharon, 1980). No topographic influence on rainfall

inclination is considered. This assumption becomes less

realistic with increasing relief and is a function of the

catchment scale.

A detailed theoretical study of rainfall inclination on

hillslopes was performed by Poreh and Mechrez (1984). They

showed that the combined effect of wind and slope on rainfall

catch is dependent on two factors. First, the inclination of
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rain at high elevation, which is a function of wind speed.

Secondly, a factor P representing the ratio of response

distance of falling drops to a length scale of topography. For

large values of P, inertia is the dominant factor and the drop

trajectory can be approximated by a straight line. When P

tends to zero (small drops, important influence of

topography), the trajectory of rainfall drops is modified in

the boundary layer and tends to be vertical when reaching the

ground. The assumptions made in this study correspond to a

large value of P. The validity of these assumptions is

discussed later.

The effect of wind on overland flow can be represented by

a friction factor in the model equations. In a similar study,

Lima (1989) accounts for the effect of impinging raindrops by

modifying the acceleration of gravity g. These effects have

not been considered in the present study. Interception by

vegetation cover could also vary with rainfall inclination but

was not considered here.

2.b. Computation of Hydrologic Rainfall 

Vertically measured precipitation is used as input to the

model, and its amount is corrected for wind effects by the

following equation (Fourcade, 1942; see details in

Appendix 2):
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P - Po [ 1 + (tan a) (tan b) cos (za - zb) ]	 (2.3)

where	 P = hydrologic rainfall per unit projected area

Po = rainfall measured by a conventional raingage

a = slope of the plane

b = inclination of rain from the vertical

Z
a 
= aspect of the plane

z b = aspect of the rain

Equation (2.3) shows that the catch of a slope oriented

at right angles from the direction of the rain is independent

of the inclination of the rain. The correcting factor is

negative when the slope is on the leeward side and positive

when it is on windward side.

2.c. Importance of Wind Effect in Lucky Hills 

The influence of wind on precipitation inclination has

been reported in the literature and is presented in Chapter 1.

The analysis of vectopluviometer data in Lucky Hills suggests

that the wind aspect during a storm is generally constant, and

can induce high values of rainfall inclination. It also

suggests a very high spatial variability of wind properties

during thunderstorms at larger scales.

A study of rainfall energy characteristics in the same

area (Tracy et al., 1984) shows high values of mean raindrop

terminal velocity (7 to 8 m/s), which suggests a preponderance

of large drops in the total dropsize spectrum.



These results suggest that the assumptions concerning

wind speed and rainfall inertia are realistic for the region

considered in this study. However, the influence of topography

on wind pattern and rainfall distribution is not well known

and previous experiments in other places have led to

contradictory results (Eishmeier et al., 1965; Sartz, 1966;

Sandsborg, 1970; Sharon, 1980). This uncertainty must be kept

in mind when analyzing the results of this study and comparing

with the field experiment.

2.d. Modeling Study

The impact of rainfall inclination and aspect of rain was

initially studied on a single plane with respect to peak

runoff rate and total runoff volume (Figure 2.2). The plane

has a total area of 1,860 m 2 (length = 93 m, width =20 m) and

is oriented North. Various runs were performed for different

values of plane slope, permeability and initial soil moisture.

In a second series of runs, the plane was replaced by an

"open book" configuration (Figure 2.2). This configuration

consists of two planes having the same geomorphological and

physical characteristics as the single plane. The two planes

are facing each other in the N-S direction and are linked by

a channel.

Finally, a series of tests were performed with the Lucky

Hills 104 watershed geometry described earlier, with measured

rainfall events. Because this catchment is small (4.4 ha), it

was expected that the assumption of spatially homogeneous wind
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characteristics hold (the validity of this assumption is

studied in details in chapter 4). The mean plane slope is

about 7 0 . This results in low correction factor values

(Equation 2.3). However, it also reduces the errors due to

topographic influence on wind pattern.

For a limited number of events a good estimate of the

rainfall inclination characteristics was available. Runoff

volumes obtained from the model were compared with those

calculated without wind correction and with observed runoff.

2.e. Results 

1. Single Plane and Open Book Configurations

In Figure 2.3, the deviation in total runoff produced by

rainfall for a single impervious plane is plotted as a

function of rainfall inclination and plane slope. It

illustrates the synergism between plane slope and rainfall

inclination. The horizontal line, which correspond to a

situation without wind, also represents the open book

configuration. Because the two planes are of equal dimension,

the losses on one plane were exactly compensated by the gains

on the other plane and no deviation was observed. Similarly,

no significant differences in peak rate were observed. This

compensation factor is an important aspect of this analysis

and will play an important role when multifacet watersheds are

considered.

With infiltrating planes, exact compensation is no longer

observed and the influence of the angle of the rain on total
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runoff and peak rate was observed. In general, the open book

configuration induced greater attenuation than the single

plane.

In a second series of tests, the single plane was used to

study the response to real precipitation. Two rainfall events

were selected among those registered in raingage 83 at Lucky

Hills. The total precipitation for these two events was

68.6 mm and 17.8 mm. Initial soil moisture was set to a common

value of 50% in both cases. The physical characteristics of

the plane are typical of a hillslope in the region, except for

the slope, which was equated to 30%.

Three runs were performed for each event for three

different orientations of the rain: North (45°), South (45°)

and vertical rain. The results are presented in Table 2.3 and

Figures 2.4 and 2.5.

For the large event (Figure 2.4), differences in peak and

total runoff of 1:3 and 1:4 respectively between the southern

and the northern aspects of the rain were observed. For the

other event (Figure 2.5), northern and vertical rain produced

runoff while no runoff was observed with wind coming from the

South.

This series of tests illustrates the large range of

variations which can occur in the output of the model for

conditions of wind and slope which are not exceptional for the

region. This suggests that wind influence, in certain

conditions, can play an important role in the assessment of
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EVENT PT
(MM)

TTP	 Qp	 VOL.
(min)	 (mm/h)	 (mm)

RAIN FROM NORTH
63	 88.9	 13.5	 188.0	 50.8
64A	 23.4	 26.0	 8.9	 1.0

VERTICAL RAIN
63	 68.6	 14.0	 127.0	 30.5
64A	 17.8	 26.0	 1.5	 0.1

RAIN FROM SOUTH
63	 48.3	 14.0	 63.5	 13.0
64A	 12.2	 *	 *	 0.0

PT : Total precipitation catch on plane
TTP : Time to peak
Qp : Runoff peak rate
VOL : Total runoff volume
*	 : No runoff

Table 2.3: Runoff Simulations for a Single Plane

model input.

When planes are not impervious, the response to rainfall

inclination is highly non linear, particularly when rainfall

intensities are small. In that case, a change in wind

characteristics can determine if runoff will occur (see

Figure 2.5).

2. Lucky Hills - 104 watershed

The general orientation of the watershed is approximately

on the NW-SE axis, as measured by the average orientation of

the two primary watershed channels. The model was calibrated

without wind correction, with emphasis on medium to large

events from the observed set.
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Initially, an inclination of 45 0 was assigned to an

observed storm event (Event 53, 7/30/74). The total rainfall

measured with the conventional gage was 12.4 mm corresponding

to an average event. Initial soil moisture was estimated

around 60 %. The wind orientation was varied to analyze its

influence on the hydrograph. For the eight major cardinal

directions, the results are given in Table 2.4.

In Figure 2.6, the departure from the results obtained

with vertical rain is represented for the rainfall, peak rate

and total runoff. The highest increase in peak and volume

occurred with wind coming from the SE. The lowest values were

observed when it comes from the NW. This was expected given

the general orientation of the watershed. A more pronounced

effect on peak rate than on total runoff was also observed. As

illustrated in Figure 2.7, the peak flow increases by 84 %

from NW to SE. This result suggests that even in a watershed

with very moderate relief, wind could play an important role

in the distribution of rainfall and the shape of the computed

hydrograph. No significant influence on time to peak was

observed in this experiment.

The experimental study of wind driven rainfall from the

vectopluviometers in Lucky Hills provides a good estimate of

rainfall inclination for a certain number of storm events.

Among them, nine have been used in previous studies and

calibrations of the model. The observed rainfall intensity and

discharge records have been carefully checked. In this test,
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RAIN PT TTP Qp VOL APT AQp AVOL
mm min mm/h mm

VERTICAL 10.20 36.5 5.82 1.64 0.0 0.0 0.0

9.70 36.5 4.62 1.34 -5.4 -20.7 -18.0
NE 10.03 36.0 5.81 1.56 -2.2 -0.3 -4.9

10.52 36.0 7.10 1.82 2.5 22.0 11.0
SE 10.85 36.0 7.77 1.99 5.7 33.5 21.4

10.85 36.5 7.20 1.91 5.7 23.7 16.8
SW 10.52 37.0 6.10 1.74 2.5 4.8 6.5

10.03 37.0 4.86 1.50 -2.2 -16.5 -8.7
NW 9.70 37.0 4.23 1.32 -5.4 -27.3 -19.7

APT	 : Variation
AQp 	: Variation
AVOL	 : Variation
(See other definitions

in precipitation due to wind
in peak rate due to wind
in total volume due to wind
in Table 2.3)

Table 2.4: Lucky Hills - 104; Storm Event 53

the correction factor due to wind was applied and the

resulting hydrograph was compared with the observed data and

with the "no wind" situation. These events represent a broad

range of storm volumes, wind directions and wind intensities

(b ranges from 0° to 45 0 ), as well as initial soil moisture.

The results are summarized in Table 2.5.

According to equation (2.3), the variation in total

precipitation A PT (P/P0 X 100) is a function of the catchment

geometric characteristics and the rainfall inclination and

aspect. It doesn't vary with the total rainfall amount or its

distribution in time. From prior analysis, it is known that

the largest differences are observed for rains coming from the

NW (-5.4% when b=45°) and from the SE (+5.7% when b=45°). The

distribution of rainfall inclination and aspect among the nine
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events is relatively representative of the regional situation,

compared to the study of rainfall inclination made earlier.

The mean absolute value of the error on precipitation is only

2.0%, with individual values ranging between 0.0% and 5.6%.

Interestingly, the mean deviation of peak rate and total

runoff are 5.6% and 4.9% respectively. This observation

confirms the remarks made by Bras and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1985,

p. 308). In an analysis of the response of a 68.6 km2

watershed to rainfall error, they showed that we cannot expect

errors in the rainfall input to be decreased when routed

through a basin.

The relation between deviation of peak and runoff is

illustrated in Figure 2.8. The deviation of peak was slightly

larger than the deviation of runoff. A linear regression gives

46n Qp - 1.14 . A VOL (2.4)

with r2=0. 948 .

Previous simulations suggested that the influence of

rainfall inclination was more important for light rains. An

attempt to establish a relation between A PT (which represents

the influence of wind), PT and A Qp was unsuccessful. One

reason could be that initial soil moisture and rainfall

intensity pattern also play an important role. In addition,

the sample size is too small to support a more detailed

analysis. Comparison with observed data showed an improvement

in peak discharge for seven events. For three events, the
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error on the peak is reduced by ± 50%. An example is given in

Figure 2.9. Total runoff volume did not show significant

improvement. However, it should be noted that three of these

events were used in the calibration of the model. Only a new

calibration could indicate if the wind correction factor

significantly improves the performances of the model. To

address this question, a larger number of events would be

necessary.

Another important point to keep in mind is that the

impact of wind on rainfall catch is significant only for

certain combinations of wind aspect and intensity. A wind

oriented in the NW-SE axis and giving a mean rainfall

inclination larger than 40 0 is only expected to occur once in

ten events.

2.f. Conclusions 

1) Scale and shape effects are important factors in the

assessment of wind influence on the rainfall-runoff process.

The succession of runs performed with a single plane, open

book and measured watershed geometry illustrates the fact that

compensation between planes plays a major role in reducing the

importance of correction due to wind. As the size of the

catchment increases, so does the number of planes with

different orientations. This leads to an attenuation of the

wind effect.

2) In certain conditions, the number of planes used to

describe the watershed may have an important impact on the
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correction factor due to wind. With a dominant orientation,

the watershed could be accurately represented by a single

plane. With no dominant orientation, trying to give a mean

value to the general orientation of the plane would lead to an

inaccurate computation of wind effect.

3) The slope also plays an important role. However, it

can be expected that with increasing relief the assumptions

made on wind homogeneity would become questionable and that

turbulence could reduce the effects of wind.

4) Finally, the size of the catchment will also influence

attenuation. Due to the spatial characteristics of convective

storms, a large catchment is more likely than a small one to

show wind pattern heterogeneity.	 The analysis of

vectopluviometer data showed that in Walnut Gulch the spatial

variability of the wind pattern can be very important. This

should limit the field of application of such a study to very

small catchments, but a limit size would also be a function of

the characteristics of the precipitation.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

3.1. Network Design

As explained in chapter 1, in order to assess the impact

of rainfall variability on runoff prediction, knowledge of the

following elements is required: measurement errors, wind

effect, and spatial and temporal characteristics of the

rainfall field. A good measurement of initial soil moisture is

also necessary. This parameter is difficult to estimate from

climatic data.

The small scale variability of rainfall can be approached

experimentally in two ways. A first possibility is to install

a very dense network of gages uniformly distributed over the

study area with no consideration for the topographical aspects

of the catchment. The gages would be placed vertically and any

method of spatial interpolation could be used to compute the

areal rainfall. Typically, at a very small scale, (more than

one gage per km 2 ) spatial variability of rain is not known.

Therefore, gage network density should be as large as

possible. This option should give good results if the

variations due to the physical properties of convective storms

are important and provided that the joint effect of wind and

slope is insignificant.

The second solution would be, as suggested by Shih

(1982), to divide the watershed in hydrological homogenous

areas presenting uniformity with respect to vegetation,
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elevation, soil, physiography, slope and orientation. In this

case, one or two gages should be installed in each zone with

their rim parallel to the mean slope. Areal rainfall computed

by interpolation is not justified in this case. Instead, the

measures obtained from one raingage should be applied to the

entire zone it represents. This second solution is expected to

give better results in a situation where wind-driven rainfall

and catchment slope induce important variations in hydrologic

precipitation.

The simulation study of wind impact (chapter 2)

demonstrated that this factor is generally not very important

in Lucky Hills. Taking this information into account, and in

an attempt to combine the two approaches, the following

network design was chosen (Figure 3.1):

- 48 nonrecording raingages, installed on a 30m X 30m

square grid covering watershed LH-104;

- 9 dual-traverse weighing recording gages, at the center

of nine areas of homogenous slope and orientation;

- 9 nonrecording gages, tilted perpendicular to the mean

slope of the same nine areas (same locations);

- Three vectopluviometers, at the crest, the center and

the outlet of watershed 104.

In addition, four gages were placed in the center of the

catchment (site 606, Figure 3.1) to estimate rainfall

measurement variability. One Time Domain Ref lectometer (TDR)

probe was installed at each of the recording gages sites to
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measure the average soil moisture over the top 15 cm of soil.

Time domain ref lectometry is a method in which water content

is determined from the dielectric properties of the soil

(Dalton and van Genuchten, 1986). Wind data were obtained from

an automatic climatic station situated at the northern edge of

the watershed.

The nonrecording gages were small, with a 16.19 cm2 rim

aperture area. They are very similar to those described by

Kalma et al. (1969). In their study, they gave accurate

measurements in the Negev desert. They were installed with

their rim at 30 cm from the ground. The natural vegetation in

Lucky Hills, combined with the low elevation of the gages,

provides excellent protection against measurement errors due

to wind.

The recording gages and the vectopluviometers were

installed at an elevation of 1 m. The recording gages were

calibrated before installation (resolution: 0.15 mm ± 0.3 mm)

and a calibration check was performed after the field

campaign. A 6-hour recording chart rotation (resolution:

0.5 min ± 1 min) was employed. In addition to this network,

gage 83 was operated as a reference gage, with a 24-hour chart

rotation (time resolution: 2.5 min ± 5 min).

Measurements of the nonrecording gages were made after

each storm when possible, and a minimum of once a day. Losses

by evaporation are expected to be negligible. TDR readings

were performed every morning.
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Runoff measurements in Lucky Hills 104 are carried out by

the means of a supercritical flow flume equipped with a float

activated recorder. The rating curve of the flume is based on

its hydraulic properties and has been tested in the

laboratory. A detailed description of the principles and

hydraulic properties of the flume is given in Smith et al.

(1981).

3.2. Results 

Measurements were carried out from July 4 to September

13, 1990. During that period, twenty independent rainfall

events were recorded. Independence of the events is viewed

here in a hydrological perspective, two events being

independent if the runoff from the first event ceases before

the next event begins. The observed events cover a broad range

of storm size and initial soil moisture conditions. Eleven

events produced significant runoff at the outlet of watershed

104. A summary of the characteristics of these storms is given

in Table 3.1.

To detect small measured variations, a severely

constrained selection of the events was made on the basis of

measurement quality. After the campaign, a calibration check

of the recording gages showed that four of them had lost

accuracy. Therefore, those gages were not used in simulation.

After selection, nine events were retained for the quality of

their measurements and used as the basis of the analysis.
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Eleven sets of measurements were made from the network of

nonrecording gages and used in determining the geostatistical

characteristics of the storms. Among them, eight corresponded

to individual events, of which four could be used for runoff

simulation.

Tilted gages and vectopluviometers gave acceptable data

for seven events. Six of them were used in simulation. Runoff

measurements at the outlet of LH-104 were satisfactory, except

for the storm of September 13. A complete record of the

rainfall and soil moisture data is given in Appendix 3.
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

4.1. Assessment of rainfall data accuracy

1. Nonrecording gages 

A good estimate of the accuracy of the nonrecording gages

is necessary to assess the spatial characteristics of the

rainfall field. The gages have a 16.92 cm2 aperture area at

the collecting rim. Variations due to manufacture can be

assumed negligible. Reading is performed through a scale

printed on the exterior of the gage. The scale proved to be

too inaccurate to provide a good estimate of the amount of

rainfall collected. To offset this problem, readings were made

by transferring the contents of the gage into a graduated

cylinder. This process induces a loss due to the water

adhering to the walls of the gages. This loss, however,

induces a systematic error for all nonrecording gages which

has no effect on the assessment of spatial heterogeneities.

Two graduated cylinders were used for two different

ranges of rainfall depth. Their reading accuracy was estimated

as follows:

From 0.0 mm to 15.0 mm: 0.07 mm ± 0.15 mm

From 15.1 mm to 60.0 mm: 0.15 mm ± 0.30 mm.

Another source of error lies in the sampling method. The

rainfall process is not homogenous, and microclimatic

variations in the immediate neighborhood of the gages will

induce a random measurement error.
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The four gages installed at site 606 (see Figure 3.1) are

not sufficient to accurately assess the variability of

measurements at a specific location. Furthermore, their

measurements combine sampling and reading errors. Yet, they

provide a rough estimate of the measurement variations.

Table 4.1 gives the mean, the standard deviation and the

coefficient of variation of the four measurements taken at

site 606 for each event. In Figures 4.1 and 4.2, the standard

deviation and the coefficient of variation are plotted as a

function of the mean rainfall measurement.

EVENT DATE AVERAGE STANDARD COEFFICIENT
NUMBER RAINFALL DEVIATION OF

DEPTH VARIATION
(mm) (mm) (%)

3 07-11 13.5 0.3 1.9
4-6 07-14 36.4 0.4 1.1

7 07-18 2.6 0.1 4.3
8-11 07-19 18.4 0.5 2.9

12 07-21 7.0 0.2 2.6
13 08-01 12.6 0.3 2.7
14 08-03 14.1 0.7 5.3
15 08-06 2.5 0.1 4.6
16 08-12 52.5 0.3 0.6

17-19 08-13 13.3 0.1 1.1
20 09-13 13.4 0.6 4.5

Table 4.1: Mean, Standard Deviation and Coefficient of
Variation of Rainfall Measurements at Site 606.
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Figure 4.2: Relative measurement error estimated from four
nearby raingages. The curves are explained in the text.



Kalma et al. (1969) conducted a similar study with 30

gages comparable to those used in this study over a total of

33 rainfall events in Israel. They found a very similar

result: a poor relation between the mean rainfall and the

standard deviation, and a decaying relation between the mean

and the coefficient of variation. Similarly, Dreaver and

Hutchinson (1974) studied the random measurement error with a

comparable experimental design (12 gages, 78 individual

rainfall events). Their results also showed good agreement

with this experiment. An estimate of the upper 95% confidence

interval limit of the coefficient of variation for these two

studies was drawn in Figure 4.2 for comparison. The two

studies show that the measurement error can be quite

considerable, falling from 10% for small rains (< 10 mm) to a

possible asymptotic limit of 4% for heavy rains. The line at

the bottom of Figure 4.2 is an attempt to represent the part

of the error which is due to reading inaccuracies described

earlier.

The present study, while showing the same trends as the

two previous ones, seems to present a lower (< 2%) error for

high precipitation. Good protection against wind effects

provided by the vegetation in Lucky Hills might explain this

good behavior. However, for small rains (< 15 mm), one cannot

expect an error inferior to 5%.

Another approach to assessing the importance of the

random measurement error is to use the information provided by
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a geostatistical analysis of the rainfall events. This

analysis is described in detail in the section devoted to

spatial variability of rainfall. The theoretical bases of the

following developments can be found in Journel and Huijbregts

(1978).

For each set of measurements, a sample variogram was

plotted from the data residuals after removing drift. The

nugget of the variogram was visually estimated. This nugget is

a measure of the variance of point measurement. Consequently,

a relation should exist between the nugget of the variogram

and the measurement errors presented in Table 4.1. In

Figure 4.3, the square root of the variogram nugget was

plotted against the standard deviation of the measurement for

each event.

Except in one case (August 3), the variogram nugget is

constantly higher than the standard deviation. Even though it

must be emphasized that the determination of these two

variables is subject to large errors, Figure 4.3 suggests that

the nugget of the variogram incorporates local spatial

variability not accounted for in the calculation of the

standard deviation. A relation exists however, and gives

confidence in the assessment of the standard error of

measurement.

In conclusion, the total error in point precipitation

measurement for nonrecording gages can be estimated below 3%

for rainfall depths larger than 15 mm (cumulative rainfall
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depth over a storm event). For smaller events, it increases

sharply, but no single measurement showed a variation greater

than 6%. Approximately half the variation could be explained

by reading error.

2. Recording gages 

Calibration of the recording raingages guarantees a depth

resolution of 0.15 mm ± 0.3 mm. The five gages selected for

the following analyses showed no deviation greater than 0.3 mm

when calibration was checked after the end of the measurement

period. Although more uncertainty is introduced by the

transducer and linkage to the recording pen, this value can be

considered as a good approximation of the reading resolution.

The time resolution depends on the choice of chart

revolution time. For 6-hour charts, it is approximately

0.5 min ± 1 min. Time errors due to clock imprecision were

corrected by assuming a linear distribution of the error over

the recording period. In the present experiment, great

attention was given to the recording of installation and

removal times. Yet, those measurements also have a resolution

of approximately 0.5 min.

A potentially important error can be introduced by

variations of the chart size with temperature and humidity.

Variations up to 2 mm in the length of the chart were observed

between dry and wet days during the experiment. Those

imprecisions are difficult to quantify. They particularly

affect the recordings occurring at the edge of the charts.
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Knowing this, and by carefully selecting the events for which

no large error was expected, the time measurement error was

estimated as approximately 1 minute.

3. Systematic error 

The literature review (Chapter 1) emphasized the

importance of systematic underestimation due to wind. While no

pit gage was installed for this experiment, a comparison

between recording and nonrecording gages provides some

interesting information.

Table 4.2 contains, for each set of nonrecording gage

measurements, the average rainfall depth for the nine

recording gages and the corresponding nonrecording gages.

Except for the storm of July 21, in which delayed measurements

are suspected to have caused losses by evaporation, the

recording gages systematically caught less rain than the

nonrecording gages.

A linear regression of the mean nonrecording and

recording depths (Figure 4.4), assuming no error on the

nonrecording gages, gives the following relation (r 2=0.996):

P12(.7 0.976 . pmG (4.1)

This relationship indicates that, on the average, the

recording gages catch 2.4% less rain than the nonrecording

gages. A test of hypothesis at the 95% confidence level showed

that the slope of the regression is significantly different

from 1.
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EVENT
NUMBER

DATE MEAN	 MEAN
RG	 NRG

(mm)	 (mm)

A

(mm)

A

(%)

3 07-11 13.9	 14.1 0.2 1.3
4-6 07-14 35.3	 37.1 1.8 4.9

7 07-18 2.2	 2.7 0.5 18.1
8-11 07-19 17.8	 18.4 0.6 3.4

12 07-21 7.7	 7.2 -0.5 -6.7
13 08-01 12.5	 12.6 0.0 0.2
14 08-03 14.2	 14.6 0.4 2.8
15 08-06 2.2	 2.4 0.2 7.4
16 08-12 52.1	 52.5 0.4 0.8

17-19 08-13 12.5	 13.5 1.0 7.1
20 09-13 13.0	 13.3 0.2 1.8

Mean 0.4 5.0
Standard error 0.6 5.1

RG : Recording gages
NRG : Nonrecording gages
A	 : Difference

Table 4.2: Comparison between the Average Rainfall Depth
Measured by Nine Recording and Nine Nonrecording Gages.

This result supports the conclusions obtained by Kalma et

al. (1969) who compared small gages with conventional 16 cm

diameter gages. It suggests that the advantage of offering

less resistance to wind and having the rim closer to the

ground largely compensates for the eventual loss of accuracy

due to the smaller size of the nonrecording gages. Unlike the

other sources of error described earlier, this one is

systematic. Its impact on the calibration of a rainfall-runoff

model is more complex because its expectation does not tend to

zero as the calibration period increases.
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The literature mentions cases where much larger

discrepancies were observed between large and small gages. The

results of such experiments are closely related to the local

situation (topography and vegetation). The Lucky Hills site

offers relatively good protection against catch deficiencies

due to wind. This might explain the relatively small

difference observed in the present experiment.

4. Data reduction

Cumulative rainfall depth is recorded on the rotating

chart as a function of time. The resulting graph is read by a

analog-to-digital converter and produces a succession of pairs

of data (time, cumulative rainfall). Some basic rules are

applied while reading the charts (read at the breakpoints and

slope changes, increase the reading density for high rainfall

intensities). Yet, there is no unique way of digitizing a

rainfall event. Two sources of variation can be distinguished.

The first lies in the choice of the points on the curve to be

read, the second is related to the reading accuracy (position

of the cursor on the chart).

Chery and Beaver (1976) analyzed these variations by

testing various readings of simulated rainfall-rate

distributions for different combinations of time and depth

scales. They estimated the reading error by computing the

integral squared error E:
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E - 
[E (r. - rr )2

]1/2

Er.
. 100 (%)	 (4.2)
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where ra is the simulated ("actual") rainfall rate

r,. 	 the read rainfall rate.

They found that, while the results would group around the

actual data, the error was a function of the magnitude and

distribution of high rates during the storm. When the peak

rainfall rate was smaller than 250 mm/h, the scale of the

chart also begins to play a significant role. The number of

reading points read also has a strong influence on the global

accuracy but this component can be controlled by the operator.

The study suggested that, as the number of reading points

increased, the error decreased and stabilized around a minimum

of 4 to 5%. This residual is due mainly to the reading

precision error.

Taking a theoretical approach, Shirley (unpublished)

showed how the reading error is related to the time and depth

scale of the chart and to the time increment between digitized

points. For a 2 minute time interval on a 6-hour, 6-inch

chart, the error on rainfall intensity estimation is 50%. It

decreases to 20% for a 4 minute time interval. Time scale is

the most critical factor in the assessment of reading

accuracy. For a 24-hour chart, the same error levels apply to

time intervals four times greater.



High intensity rainfall periods within a rainfall event

are more likely to produce runoff. Therefore, it was necessary

to study how variations in digital rainfall reading would

affect runoff prediction. For two events (July 5 (32.5 mm) and

August 3 (14.0 mm)), five readings of the same chart were

performed for gages 83 (24-hour rotation) and 602 (6-hour

rotation).

The errors in rainfall intensity reading are not

independent. In terms of rainfall volume, a reading error at

time t will lead to compensating errors between the periods

[t-1,t] and [t,t+1]. This is clearly illustrated in

Figures 4.5 and 4.6. In Figure 4.5, the five readings for

gages 602 for the storm of July 5 are plotted exactly as they

are read: cumulative rainfall as a function of time. One can

barely distinguish between individual readings. Yet, in

Figure 4.6, the same readings are expressed in terms of

rainfall intensities. The general intensity distribution

pattern is conserved, but important differences in rainfall

intensities appeared.

KINEROSR was used to simulate the hydrograph for the five

readings for each of the two storms and the two raingages. In

Table 4.3, the results are expressed in terms of variations in

peak discharge (Qp), total runoff volume (VOL.) and time to

peak (TTP) and compared with the variations in total rainfall

(PT ) and maximum rainfall intensity (Pmx ). In Figure 4.7, the
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Figure 4.5: Five digitized readings for the storm of July 5,
1990 from gages 602. Cumulative rainfall vs time.
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Figure 4.6: five digitized readings for the storm of July 5,
1990 from gage 602. Hyetographs.



five simulated hydrographs from gage 602 for the rain of

July 5 are plotted as an example.

GAGE 602 (6 hour revolution).

(mm)	 (mm/h)
P T MAX

EVENT OF JULY 5,
Qp	 TTP

(mm/h)	 (min)

1990
VOL
(mm)

Mean (*) 33.0	 81.2 37.6 31.4 11.9
St.D. 0.1	 17.5 1.2 0.7 0.2
C.V. (%) 0.18	 21.58 3.16 2.07 1.49

GAGE 602 (6 hour revolution). EVENT OF AUGUST 3,	 1990
P T MAX Qp TTP VOL
(mm)	 (mm/h) (mm/h) (min) (mm)

Mean 11.5	 60.7 14.1 17.3 3.0
St.D. 0.1	 5.4 0.5 1.0 0.1
C.V. (%) 0.65	 8.96 3.61 5.64 2.09

GAGE 83 (24 hour revolution). EVENT OF JULY 5, 1990

PT	 PMAX Qp TTP VOL
(mm)	 (mm/h) (mm/h) (min) (mm)

Mean 32.3	 79.9 39.1 34.0 11.6
St.D. 0.0	 20.5 2.2 1.1 0.3
C.V. (%) 0.09	 25.72 5.52 3.29 2.51

GAGE 83 (24 hour revolution). EVENT OF AUGUST 3,	 1990

PT	 PMAX Qp TTP VOL
(mm)	 (mm/h) (mm/h) (min) (mm)

Mean 13.7	 99.2 33.9 11.5 5.1
St.D. 0.0	 20.3 1.6 0.5 0.1
C.V. (%) 0.10	 20.48 4.69 4.35 2.40

Symbols are defined in the text.
(*) Five repetitions in each case.
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The reading accuracy of the digitizing process is

reflected in the error in total rainfall. The standard

deviation of total rainfall is around 0.07 mm and corresponds

to the error in positioning the cursor on the chart. Maximum

intensity of rainfall (Pow) is much more variable. For the

four series of readings, it varies between 9% and 26%.

However, this variation is not conserved when routed through

the model. Peak rate, time to peak and total runoff volume

show a significant attenuation in variation. As expected, the

relative error is larger for the small events and for the 24-

hour chart. Yet, on the average, absolute variations are low.

The peak rate, which is the most sensitive variable, shows 3

to 5% variation, which is almost at the level of precision

expected from the numerical computations involved in the

simulation.

Moreover, it was observed that no relation exists between

maximum rainfall intensity and maximum peak runoff rate for

the short time intervals used. The same conclusion holds for

the relation between total rainfall and total runoff volume.

Scale is an important factor in the assessment of the

error introduced by the digitizing process. As an extreme

case, the raingage itself can be considered as an impervious

watershed, in which case the error is considerable. Yet, the

results described here show that, at the scale of this

experiment, the catchment is large enough to attenuate the
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variations and reduce the error to a few percent (3 to 5% for

the peak rate, 2% for the total runoff volume).

4.2. Runoff Data Accuracy

The flume used in runoff measurements was described in

chapter 3. The time and stage resolution of the runoff charts

were 0.5 min ± 1.0 min and 1.0 mm ± 2.0 mm, respectively. Few

field experiments are available to assess the accuracy of the

rating curve and no direct measurements are available for this

particular location. Direct runoff measurements in Lucky Hills

are infeasible due to the scarcity and short duration of the

events, the rapid changes in stage and the high sediment load.

In other locations, it was noted (Smith et al., 1981) that the

rating curve is sensitive to the slope of the incoming

channel. Mechanical errors associated with the linkage bewteen

the float and the stage graph are comparable to those

described for the recording raingages and are difficult to

evaluate.

The digitizing process is very sensitive to the accuracy

of the float leveling. If the zero of the chart is 3 mm off,

this can translate to an error as large as 30% in terms of

runoff for small events. No such error was detected for the

events selected in this study.

In conclusion, it is worth remembering that runoff

measurements are subject to significant errors. If the rating

curve error, which is the major source of systematic error,
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can be considered negligible, the measurements should be

randomly distributed around the true values.

4.3. Spatial Variability of the Rainfall Field

The geostatistical analysis performed here was not aimed,

as is commonly done, at providing point or areal estimates of

the rainfall depth. Rather, it was used to investigate the

spatial characteristics of the rainfall field. The theoretical

bases and a description of the terms used below are described

in Journel and Huijbregts (1978).

First, univariate statistical parameters were calculated

for each rainfall event and for cumulative rainfall depths

over different periods of time. They are presented in

Appendix 4. In general, the results indicate a unimodal

distribution of depths, with a small skewness coefficient. In

addition to the rainfall depth measurements, two other

variables were measured and included in the analysis.

Elevation was measured at each site, and a factor representing

the protective effect of the vegetation against wind was

assessed visually (it was given a value between 0 -no

protection- and 100 -complete protection-). A potential impact

of one of these parameters on the rainfall pattern was

investigated by comparing them to the total rainfall depth for

the measurement period (July 11 to September 13). The

coefficient of correlation (r) for the linear regression was

low (r=-0.536 for elevation and r=0.324 for vegetation). These
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results suggest that the two factors do not play a significant

role in the distribution of rain over the catchment. It was

then assumed that variations in rainfall measurements between

gages are caused by two factors: measurement errors and

spatial variations in the rainfall field.

For each storm, the sample variogram y(h) was plotted for

the isotropic case and for four directions in the anisotropic

case, using BLUEPACK 3-D and GEO-EAS (Englund and Sparks,

1990) software. The isotropic variogram of the individual

events systematically exhibited a steep slope, while in the

anisotropic cases, variograms from different directions

behaved very differently. These observations, associated with

the known properties of the storms at larger spatial scales,

suggested that the rainfall field was not stationary at the

scale of the catchment. The automatic structure identification

package of BLUEPACK was used to detect drift in the data sets.

This procedure uses a mean square error criteria to determine

the degree of the drift (stationarity is characterized by a

zero order drift; a first order drift indicates a linear

gradient in X and Y). In Table 4.4, the degree of the drift

and its coefficients in the X (Eastbound) and Y (Northbound)

directions are displayed for each set of measurements. With

the exception of the very small event measured on August 6

(1.8 mm), all the measurements involving individual events

were found to have a first order drift. The corresponding

rainfall gradient, expressed in mm per 100 m was calculated
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and included in the table. When measurements involved more

than one rainfall event, the degree of the drift was either 0

or 1. Cumulative rainfall depths over longer periods showed a

zero order drift. An example of a storm presenting a

relatively strong gradient (July 21) is displayed in

Figure 4.8.

On the average, the rainfall gradient was found to be

about 1.2 mm/100 m. A linear regression of the gradient VP

with the mean rainfall P resulted in the following

relationship

VP - 0.59 + 0.038 P (4.3)

with a value of r=0.827. The regression relationship indicates

that a gradient of approximately 0.6 mm is common to all the

storms and that it tends to increase with increasing rainfall

depth. It should be noted that the gradients measured during

this experiment are not exceptional for the area. Hershfield

(1969) reported that extreme rainfall gradients of 35 mm over

a distance of 400 in were observed in similar conditions.

Comparison was made with the rainfall gradient observed

at a larger scale by using the data from 15 nearby raingages

from the Walnut Gulch network (density of 1 gage for 2.6 km2 ).

In most cases, the directions of the rainfall gradients were

similar. However, the magnitude of the large scale gradient

was systematically smaller than at the small scale. The

average gradient at large scale was 0.5 mm/100 m. It appears
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LUCKY HILLS 104 - JULY 21, 1990
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Figure 4.8: Contour map of the rainfall depth for the storm of
July 21, 1990 at Lucky Hills. Contour interval 0.2 mm. The
crosses indicate raingage locations.
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that spatial variations of the rainfall field exist at a scale

smaller than the large network can resolve. For a better

understanding of the relation between the rainfall behavior at

these two scales, an intermediate network is required.

After removing the drift, the variogram of the individual

measurements was recomputed with the residuals. In all the

cases, the sample variogram of the residuals generally

exhibited a much more scattered plot and a weaker slope. An

example of the difference between the variogram of the data

and the variogram of the residuals is presented in Figure 4.9

for the July 21 event.

Furthermore, in all cases except for the July 14

measurement (3 storms combined), the nugget of the variogram

represents more than 50% of the sill (Table 4.5). This

indicates that the drift explains a major part of the spatial

correlation of the rainfall fields. The remaining variations

are due principally to the measurement uncertainties described

in section 4.1. In several cases (July 19 and 21, August 6 and

13), the variogram of the residuals can be represented by a

pure nugget, suggesting a complete absence of spatial

correlation in the residuals.

In conclusion, the determination of a first order drift

(trend) is sufficient to describe the spatial rainfall

structure at the scale of the catchment in most cases. The

rainfall gradients observed during this experiment induced

variations from 4% to 14% of the mean rainfall depth over a
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EVENT DATE NUGGET SILL RATIO
(mm2) (mm2) (%)

3 07-11 0.160 0.225 71
4-6 07-14 0.500 1.600 31

7 07-18 0.015 0.030 50
8-11 07-19 0.400 0.550 73

12 07-21 0.110 0.140 79
13 08-01 0.110 0.110 100
14 08-03 0.375 0.620 60
15 08-06 0.020 0.022 91
16 08-12 1.200 2.000 60

17-19 08-13 0.125 0.140 89
20 09-13 0.500 0.900 56

07-21 to 08-12 2.000 3.000 67
07-11 to 09-13 6.000 10.000 60

Table 4.5: Rainfall Events in Lucky Hills: Characteristics of
the Variograms of the Residual.

distance of 100 m. Earlier reports (Hershfield, 1969)

indicated that variations can be much larger. As a consequence

of drift existence, gage location for runoff simulation

studies is particularly important. If only one gage is used,

the error of areal average precipitation estimates will be

directly proportional to the gage distance from the center of

the watershed.

4.4. Spatial Variability of Time Distribution of Rainfall 

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 indicate that the hyetographs

obtained by digitizing the rainfall charts cannot be used to

compare the time distribution of rainfall intensities during

a storm at different locations. However, the plots of the time

distribution of cumulative rainfall depth provide some visual
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information about the variations in rainfall input among the

gages. Figure 4.10 illustrates two extreme cases. The first

graph shows the distribution of the event of July 5 for five

different raingages. Given the time reading accuracy

(1 minute), the rainfall intensity distribution looks

remarkably homogenous. Two gages (601 and 602) located at the

northern edge of the watershed, seem to have received more

rain at the beginning of the storm. After 20 minutes, the

rainfall intensity distribution showed no more significant

variations. On the other graph, one can see that some rainfall

events may exhibit clear discrepancies, which can cause

important variations in rainfall intensity rates. These

variations can be associated with large spatial variations in

total rainfall depth. This is the case for the September 13

event displayed in Figure 4.10.

Cross-correlation was used to extract information related

to the spatial variations in rainfall intensity patterns. The

technique used was described by May and Julien (1990). From

the digitized rainfall charts of gages 601 and 609, the

rainfall rates were computed for 1-minute time intervals. The

rainfall rate r is a function of space and time (r(h,t)). The

cross-correlation coefficient is given by

p, (G1 , G2 )
1 nE 

[r (G11 tk) 8k - f(G1 )1 [r (G2 , tk+ ,) 8 k - f(G2 )]
S(G1) S(G2 )

(4.4)
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Figure 4.10: Cumulative rainfall recording for two storms in
Lucky Hills. a) Example of an homogenous storm, July 5, 1990.
b) Example of a heterogenous storm, September 13, 1990.
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where p, is the correlation coefficient at lag I", tk is the kth

time step 6 k is a rainfall indicator, n is the record length

at zero lag, r is the mean of the time series and S is the

biased estimate of the standard deviation. The rainfall

indicator is designed to suppress long periods with no

rainfall. It is equal to 0 when both rates are 0, and 1 in

other cases.

A distance of 170 m separates the two raingages used in

this analysis. Figure 4.11 shows the correlogram of these two

stations for the two events displayed in Figure 4.10.

In both cases, the maximum correlation is about 0.850,

and a time shift of two minutes is observed. This shift cannot

be considered significant given the time resolution of

individual gages (1 minute). The correlation coefficient is

sensitive to the digitizing precision. It is calculated from

the intensities, and it was shown that the computation of

intensities is very sensitive to the digitizing process. A

higher resolution in rainfall intensity computation could

probably detect differences in spatial homogeneity of the

rainfall pattern intensity.

The observation of Figure 4.10b leads to the conclusion

that rainfall events may exhibit a spatial variability of the

time distribution of the rain at the scale of the experiment.

However, these variations are not detected in the structure of

the correlogram. Further investigation with more accurate

techniques could verify if the assumption of a homogenous time
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distribution of the rain over the catchment is reasonable at

the scale of the study. If the assumption of time homogeneity

is acceptable, a unique recording gage could accurately

represent the rainfall intensity distribution over a

catchment.

4.5. Wind Analysis 

During the experiment, measurements were performed to

study the impact of wind on rainfall catch by both a direct

and an indirect approach. In the direct approach, the tilted

gages should give a measure of the rainfall catch by a

hillslope considered homogenous in slope and aspect. To

compare the results between tilted and vertical gages, it was

first assumed that the gages represented sub-areas of similar

size and that an arithmetic average of the results of

individual gages accurately represents the mean areal rainfall

over the catchment. The mean of the 9 tilted gages was

compared with the mean of the 9 corresponding vertical gages

for each rainfall event. Assuming a normal distribution of the

measurements and unknown variance, a t-test was performed to

look for significant differences in mean areal rainfall depth.

The results are reported in Table 4.6. In no case did the two

sets of measurements show a significant difference.

Two reasons can explain this result. First, the

measurement variance is important, as noted earlier, and the

expected variations are small given the shallow slopes of the
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watershed. Furthermore, because the measurements are averaged

over the watershed area, a significant difference would be

expected only when the rain comes from a direction parallel to

the average slope of the watershed (NW-SE). In four cases

(July 18, August 1 and 13 and September 13), the main

orientation of the rain was close to SE and the mean from the

tilted gages was systematically higher than the mean

calculated with the vertical gages. On August 12, the wind

came from the NW and the tilted gages have a lower average

than the vertical gages. These results indicate that, due to

the smooth topography of the watershed and the measurement

errors, differences between tilted and vertical gages are

hardly perceptible. Yet, tilted gages theoretically provide a

less biased estimate of the average rainfall catch than

vertical gages when the wind is strong.

The indirect approach to the problem of rainfall

inclination consists in using the vectopluviometer data. These

data provide supplementary information about the rainfall

average inclination and aspect during a storm. The procedure

related to the calculation of these parameters was described

in Chapter 2.

First, the results from the three vectopluviometers (see

their location in Figure 3.1) were compared with wind data

from the climate station. The climate station anemometer was

installed at an elevation of 4 m, on the top of the hill

forming the northern edge of the catchment (Figure 3.1). Wind
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data were measured every 10 seconds and averaged over a 15

minute period (20 minutes between July 18 and August 12). For

each time period, wind speed (mis), wind vector magnitude

(m/s), wind direction (degrees) and the standard deviation of

the wind direction (degrees) were recorded. The wind vector

magnitude is a better estimator than the wind speed and is

used in the examination of the vectopluviometer data. The

vectopluviometer gives a measure of the average wind vector

magnitude and direction expressed in terms of rainfall

inclination. To compare these data, assumptions must be made

about the relation between wind and rainfall inclination. From

Tracy et al. (1984), an average terminal drop velocity was

estimated about 7.5 in/s. Following de Lima (1990) and Caldwell

and Elliott (1972), the horizontal component of the raindrop

velocity at the level of the ground was assumed equal to the

wind velocity at 4 m. For each time period (15 or 20 minutes),

rainfall inclination and direction were then simulated from

wind measurements. Using the inverse of Eq. 2.1 and 2.2, the

simulated amount of rain received by each directional gage was

calculated. Summing the results over the duration of the storm

and using Eq. 2.1 and 2.2, the simulated average rainfall

inclination and orientation was obtained. The vertical

component of the rain necessary for this computation was taken

from gages 83, 606 and 609.

This process was applied to each rain for which wind and

vectopluviometer data were available. The results of the
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EVENT DATE	 FROM ANEMOMETER	 FROM VECTOPLUVIOMETER
Z b	 b	 WIND	 z b	 b	 WIND

	

(deg.) (deg.) (m/s)	 (deg.)	 (deg.)	(mis)

RAINGAGE 83, VECTOPLUVIOMETER 697

4-6 07-14 261 3 0.39 248 7 0.92
7 07-18 130 22 3.08 156 30 4.33

8-11 07-19 112 16 2.09 30 18 2.44
12 07-21 257 12 1.61 288 11 1.46
13 08-01 78 33 4.80 89 34 5.06
14 08-03 27 26 3.69 47 25 3.50
16 08-12 - - - - - -

17-19 08-13 136 17 2.22 155 30 4.33

AVERAGE	 (2.23)

RAINGAGE 606, VECTOPLUVIOMETER 698

(2.75)

4-6	 07-14	 255 5 0.66 260 6 0.79
7	 07-18	 131 23 3.11 132 26 3.66

8-11	 07-19	 112 3 0.45 31 15 2.01
12	 07-21	 251 11 1.47 287 10 1.32
13	 08-01	 79 29 4.09 82 34 5.06
14	 08-03	 27 26 3.72 49 24 3.34
16	 08-12	 285 22 2.98 305 25 3.50

17-19	 08-13	 136 18 2.36 145 24 3.34

AVERAGE 2.36 2.88

RAINGAGE 609, VECTOPLUVIOMETER 699

4-6	 07-14	 265 3 0.37 303 10 1.32
7	 07-18	 131 23 3.11 156 22 3.03

8-11	 07-19	 119 4 0.47 336 2 0.26
12	 07-21	 248 11 1.47 332 9 1.19
13	 08-01	 78 34 5.00 95 24 3.34
14	 08-03	 27 26 3.66 27 11 1.46
16	 08-12	 286 21 2.94 294 16 2.15

17-19	 08-13	 135 16 2.19 156 20 2.73

AVERAGE 2.40 1.93

Table 4.7:	 Comparison of the Rainfall Inclination
Characteristics Calculated from the Anemometer and the three
Vectopluviometers (z b : azimuth; b: angle from vertical).



GAGE	 CONSTANT SLOPE	 R
(m/s)

697 0.40 0.979 0.946
698 0.73 0.912 0.890
699 0.73 0.500 0.757

simulation are compared with the data from the

vectopluviometers in Table 4.7. In this table, the average

wind vector magnitudes calculated from the rainfall

inclination using the assumptions described above are also

presented. A linear regression on wind calculated by the two

methods resulted in the coefficients reported in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8: Coefficients of the Linear
Regression of Wind Calculated by
Vectopluviometers Compared to the Data from
the Anemometer.

The correlation between the anemometer and the gages

decreases significantly when the distance from gage to

anemometer increases. Furthermore, the slope of the regression

line (m) sharply decreases from gage 697 to gage 699. This is

probably due not only to the increasing distance from the

anemometer but also to wind exposure of the gage. Gage 697 is

located at the edge of the watershed, gage 698 is

approximately in the center and gage 699 is at the outlet,

protected by the catchment hillslopes (Figure 3.1). The gage

location results in a decrease of average calculated wind

speed from 3.1 m/s at gage 697 to 1.9 m/s at gage 699. Gage

location is also apparent in the variations in wind direction.
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In Figure 4.12, the mean wind direction is represented by an

arrow at each of the three gage locations. It appears that at

the outlet of the catchment, the wind was systematically

forced to the direction of the main channel (NW-SE). For the

two other gages, it is much more variable.

These results suggest that even at the scale of this

experiment, the assumption of a homogenous rainfall

inclination field is questionable. Therefore, the use of a

correction factor calculated from the readings from one

vectopluviometer should be made with caution.

4.6. Soil Moisture 

The soil water content at the beginning of the storm is

a key parameter required for modeling runoff. Its spatial

variability might also play a role in runoff generation.

Previous applications of KINEROSR in Lucky Hills employed soil

moisture estimated indirectly, by the water balance component

of the CREAMS program (Goodrich, 1990).

The TDR measurements (see Chapter 3) at the nine raingage

locations provided much more reliable information about the

soil moisture in Lucky Hills, its evolution in time and the

hydraulic properties of the soil. Yet, some assumptions had to

be made to estimate the soil moisture at the beginning of each

storm. The procedure is described below.

The TDR probes integrate the measurement of the soil

water content over the first 15 cm of the soil. A calibration
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Figure 4.12: Average wind direction calculated from vecto-
pluviometer data at three locations in Lucky Hills 104.



curve relating the TDR reading to volumetric water content was

plotted from the results of 39 bulk density measurements made

at Lucky Hills. A correlation coefficient r=0.95 was obtained

for the calibration curve. From these measurements, the

average bulk density of the soil was found to be 1.61 (st.

error 0.11). Assuming a particle density of 2.66, the porosity

was found to be 39.4%. This value is in the range of

porosities estimated by Goodrich (1990) for Lucky Hills from

analysis of soil texture (37-42%).

The readings at the 'nine recording gages displayed a

remarkably consistent time evolution. Yet, large differences

between stations were observed. In Figure 4.13, the soil water

content measured daily is plotted for the five gages used in

simulation. It was not the purpose of this study to

investigate the detailed behavior of the model in regard to

spatial variability of soil moisture, nor was it to assess the

physical meaning of such important differences in readings. It

is probable that part of this variability was caused by micro-

scale variability of the soil properties and topography in the

immediate neighborhood of the probe. At the scale of an

element of plane, the variability might be less important.

Experiments in Lucky Hills showed that two probes installed at

less than 1 in from each other provided reading differences of

3 to 4% in volumetric water content (8 to 10% of the

porosity).
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The approach chosen was to consider a homogenous

watershed in terms of soil moisture. The average TDR

measurements over the nine gages was used to estimate soil

moisture. Early morning measurements were typically carried

out daily from July 17 to the end of the campaign. During that

interval, three dry periods totaling 23 days offered a good

appreciation of the soil moisture decay curve. This curve can

be approximated by an exponential. In Table 4.9, linear

regressions relating the logarithm of the soil moisture to

time are reported for the three drying periods.

The arithmetic average of the three values of the decay

coefficient gave a=0.0663 [day -1 ]. The soil moisture t can then

be expressed as a function of the time and an initial soil

moisture t o by

0 - 0 0 exp[-0.00276 . t] (%) (4.5)

when t is expressed in hours.

Analysis of the data also led to the conclusion that this

representation was valid only for values of t between 4.5% and

18.0%. Measurements performed immediately after the largest

storm (August 12, 53 mm) suggested that one can assume an

"instantaneous" decay from saturation to 18% at the end of a

rainfall event. The lower bound of 4.5% was estimated from

measurements performed on June 28, before the beginning of the

rains.
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FROM	 TO	 DURATION	 DECAY
	

R2
COEFFICIENT a

(days)	 (days -1 )

07-22 08-01 11 0.06235 0.9973
08-06 08-10 5 0.07593 0.9951
08-14 08-21 8 0.06053 0.9894

AVERAGE 0.06627

R2 : Correlation coefficient of the linear regression

Table 4.9: Coefficient of the Linear Regression between ln(4, )
and Time for the Three Dry Periods.

The procedure to assess the initial soil moisture at the

beginning of each rain consisted of the following. If no storm

occurred since the last TDR measurement, Eq. 4.5 was used to

estimate 4) at the beginning of the rain. If no measurement was

performed since the previous storm, the procedure was:

a) calculate the volume of water infiltrated during the

last storm by subtracting the observed runoff from the total

rainfall;

b) assume that all the water infiltrated during the last

storm was concentrated in the top 15 cm of the soil. (this

assumption is reasonable given the storm regime of the

region); calculate the volumetric water content at the end of

the storm by adding the infiltration volume to the initial

volume;

C) if the volumetric water content at the end of the last

storm is larger than 18%, use 18%;



EVENT	 DATE DAY TIME

(hh.mm)

VOLUMETRIC WATER CONTENT

(%)	 (% Poros.)

1	 07-04 185 13.13 4.37 11.09
2	 07-05 186 16.50 17.02 43.20
3	 07-11 192 20.30 12.11 30.74
4	 07-14A 195 13.50 12.14 30.81
5	 07-14B 195 19.30 18.12 46.00
6	 07-15 196 7.00 17.62 44.72
7	 07-18 199 16.40 12.84 32.59
8	 07-19A 200 19.15 12.40 31.48
9	 07-19B 200 22.30 13.29 33.73

10	 07-19C 200 23.50 18.12 46.00
11	 07-20 201 0.50 18.12 46.00
12	 07-21 202 4.50 16.58 42.08
13	 08-01 213 15.15 8.63 21.91
14	 08-03 215 20.40 12.17 30.90
15	 08-06 218 - - -
16	 08-12 224 1.55 8.72 22.13
17	 08-13A 225 6.00 17.22 43.70
18	 08-13B 225 11.00 17.48 44.36
19	 08-13C 226 13.00 18.12 46.00
20	 09-13 257 15.15 5.95 15.11

Porosity: 39.4 %

INITIAL
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d) use Eq. 4.5 to calculate the value of	 at the

beginning of the storm.

Table 4.10: Estimated Soil Moisture at the Begining of the
Storms.

This procedure is a crude simplification of the processes

involved in the dynamics of water in the soil. Yet, it makes

the best use of the data available. The initial soil water

content for the 20 rainfall events is given in Table 4.10. In

comparison, the CREAMS estimates (Goodrich, 1990) offered a

larger range of initial soil moisture conditions. In



particular, the CREAMS method led to higher values of 1) in wet

conditions.

4.7. Runoff Simulation

In this section, the terms "simulation" and "runoff

prediction" are used to describe computation of the hydrograph

by KINEROSR, and are compared to observed runoff.

In previous sections, the different factors affecting the

measurement of rainfall and potentially reducing the accuracy

of runoff prediction were studied in detail. Their relative

importance with respect to runoff simulation is evaluated here

by analyzing the response of KINEROSR to different

combinations of rainfall inputs.

Nine events covering a broad range of rainfall depths and

initial soil moisture conditions were selected for the quality

of their measurements. The five rainfall gages presenting the

highest record quality and the reference gage (83) were used

in the analysis. The model parameters used in the following

simulations were initially calibrated by Goodrich (1990) (see

Appendix 1).

1. Impact of the Number of Gages 

It was demonstrated in the previous sections that two

gages can produce very different hyetographs. These variations

are the consequences of spatial variations and measurement

errors. The assumption that the rain falling over the

catchment can be accurately represented by the hyetograph
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produced by a unique raingage was tested in terms of predicted

hydrograph. It was expected that, by increasing the number of

gages used in modeling runoff, one would reduce the

uncertainty at two levels. First, given the rainfall

interpolation scheme (See Appendix 1 for details), a better

representation of the spatial variability of the rainfall

field would be achieved. In addition, by increasing the number

of gages, one would expect partial cancellation of the random

portion of measurement errors.

To study the validity and the importance of these

assumptions, five runoff computations were performed for each

storm using successively 1, 2, 3 and 4 gages. One run was also

performed with all five gages. When two or three gages were

used, the combinations of gages were chosen randomly without

consideration for their relative location. However, each of

the five gages was forced to appear the same number of times

in the five runs. The combinations of gages used in the

different runs are given in Table 4.11. The results of this

analysis are summarized in Table 4.12. For peak rate and total

runoff volume, the results are expressed in terms of range,

standard deviation and coefficient of variation. Typically,

the variations of runoff volume are always smaller than the

peak rate variations. A considerable decrease in variation is

systematically observed when two gages are used instead of

one. The very high values of the coefficient of variation for

small events confirm the expectations that measurement errors
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affect small runoff event characteristics more than the large

ones. The largest decrease in peak rate and runoff volume

RUN NUMBER 1 2 3 4 5

1 GAGE 1 2 5 8 9
2 GAGES 1,5 1,9 2,9 2,8 5,8
3 GAGES 1,2,5 1,5,9 1,8,9 2,5,8 2,8,9
4 GAGES 1,2,5,8 1,5,8,9 1,2,8,9 2,5,8,9 1,2,5,9
5 GAGES 1,2,5,8,9 - - - -

Table 4.11: Reference Number of the Gages Used in the
Different Simulations (1 = gage 601, etc.)

variability with an increasing number of gages also occurs to

the small events. As an example, the July 15 event has 64%

variation in runoff volume when only one gage is used. This

variation reduces to 4% when four gages are used. Figure 4.14

illustrates the impact on the number of gages for a medium-

size event (August 3).

For the two storms of July 21 and September 13, the

decrease in variation is less evident. These are the events

which exhibited the strongest drift in the rainfall field.

Because no attention was given to the spatial distribution of

the gages selected for the different runs, the sensitivity of

the model to the gage locations was expressed more strongly

than for other events. This occurred even with an increasing

number of gages.

These observations are illustrated in Figure 4.15, where

the runoff prediction uncertainty is plotted as a function of
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Numb. DATE MAX
(mm/h)

PEAK
MIN

(mm/h)

RATE
RANGE
(mm/h)

AVG
(mm/h)

STD
(mm/h)

CV
(%)

1 7/5 49.01 35.32 13.69 42.35 4.72 11.15
2 7/5 45.78 37.25 8.53 41.98 3.08 7.33
3 7/5 44.38 37.54 6.84 41.43 2.45 5.92
4 7/5 43.51 40.18 3.33 41.25 1.20 2.90
5 7/5 40.99

1 7/11 26.86 12.01 14.85 17.80 5.40 30.36
2 7/11 20.91 11.34 9.57 15.30 3.24 21.16
3 7/11 18.41 12.36 6.05 15.34 1.93 12.59
4 7/11 16.66 14.70 1.96 15.64 0.66 4.21
5 7/11 16.00

1 7/14 1.19 0.04 1.15 0.51 0.39 75.94
2 7/14 0.84 0.25 0.59 0.41 0.22 53.53
3 7/14 0.49 0.28 0.21 0.42 0.08 18.08
4 7/14 0.51 0.40 0.11 0.47 0.04 8.05
5 7/14 0.51

1 7/15 5.04 0.38 4.67 2.25 1.66 73.83
2 7/15 3.87 2.81 1.07 3.19 0.38 12.04
3 7/15 3.49 2.69 0.80 3.09 0.29 9.46
4 7/15 3.42 2.93 0.49 3.20 0.20 6.10
5 7/15 3.30

1 7/19 9.90 1.01 8.89 4.90 3.07 62.65
2 7/19 8.04 3.21 4.83 4.69 1.72 36.61
3 7/19 5.19 3.79 1.40 4.67 0.64 13.64
4 7/19 5.10 4.15 0.96 4.83 0.35 7.30
5 7/19 4.92

1 7/21 2.84 1.63 1.20 2.24 0.46 20.65
2 7/21 2.32 1.14 1.18 1.79 0.51 28.72
3 7/21 2.34 1.15 1.19 1.57 0.46 28.96
4 7/21 1.95 1.24 0.71 1.44 0.26 18.23
5 7/21 1.32

1 8/3 22.74 7.78 14.96 13.17 5.11 38.80
2 8/3 16.13 9.60 6.53 11.35 2.54 22.35
3 8/3 14.16 9.56 4.60 12.48 1.75 14.04
4 8/3 14.02 10.76 3.26 12.67 1.07 8.45
5 8/3 12.75

1 8/12 72.07 56.22 15.85 65.71 5.75 8.75
2 8/12 73.42 56.31 17.11 65.66 5.66 8.62
3 8/12 69.48 59.51 9.96 63.15 3.55 5.62
4 8/12 64.11 60.48 3.64 62.43 1.43 2.29
5 8/12 61.92

1 9/13 8.54 1.58 6.96 5.08 2.64 52.00
2 9/13 4.77 2.86 1.92 4.22 0.75 17.78
3 9/13 5.51 3.21 2.30 4.00 0.85 21.13
4 9/13 5.25 3.06 2.19 3.95 0.74 18.78
5 9/13 3.77

Table 4.12: Statistics of the Results Obtained with Different
Combinations of One to Five Gages. a) Peak Rate.
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RUNOFF VOLUME
Numb. DATE MAX MIN RANGE AVG STD CV

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (%)

1	 7/5 14.63 13.62 1.00 14.27 0.35 2.49
2	 7/5 14.37 13.79 0.57 14.16 0.24 1.70
3	 7/5 14.40 13.90 0.50 14.14 0.19 1.37
4	 7/5 14.38 14.00 0.39 14.12 0.13 0.96
5	 7/5 14.06

1	 7/11 3.59 1.93 1.66 2.59 0.62 23.94
2	 7/11 3.12 2.01 1.10 2.39 0.41 17.02
3	 7/11 2.76 2.00 0.76 2.40 0.26 10.88
4	 7/11 2.59 2.35 0.24 2.49 0.09 3.80
5	 7/11 2.56

1	 7/14 0.33 0.02 0.32 0.16 0.11 65.10
2	 7/14 0.26 0.11 0.15 0.17 0.05 32.25
3	 7/14 0.17 0.12 0.05 0.15 0.02 12.06
4	 7/14 0.18 0.15 0.03 0.17 0.01 5.25
5	 7/14 0.18

1	 7/15 1.12 0.12 1.00 0.58 0.37 63.78
2	 7/15 0.82 0.64 0.18 0.74 0.06 8.67
3	 7/15 0.84 0.70 0.15 0.75 0.05 6.81
4	 7/15 0.79 0.71 0.08 0.76 0.03 4.07
5	 7/15 0.76

1	 7/19 1.51 0.25 1.26 0.85 0.43 50.64
2	 7/19 1.25 0.65 0.60 0.90 0.24 26.17
3	 7/19 1.00 0.74 0.26 0.88 0.11 12.99
4	 7/19 0.99 0.79 0.20 0.93 0.07 7.74
5	 7/19 0.96

1	 7/21 0.61 0.41 0.20 0.52 0.07 14.40
2	 7/2-1 0.52 0.35 0.17 0.43 0.07 15.56
3	 7/21 0.51 0.35 0.16 0.42 0.06 14.16
4	 7/21 0.46 0.38 0.08 0.41 0.03 6.95
5	 7/21 0.40

1	 8/3 3.86 1.26 2.60 2.28 0.91 40.01
2	 8/3 3.04 2.01 1.04 2.46 0.38 15.56
3	 8/3 2.73 2.08 0.66 2.46 0.29 11.98
4	 8/3 2.72 2.26 0.45 2.55 0.16 6.15
5	 8/3 2.59

1	 8/12 20.96 17.91 3.04 19.67 1.00 5.10
2	 8/12 20.19 18.66 1.52 19.46 0.55 2.81
3	 8/12 20.21 18.96 1.25 19.55 0.42 2.16
4	 8/12 20.07 18.93 1.14 19.49 0.36 1.85
5	 8/12 19.49

1	 9/13 2.32 0.44 1.88 1.41 0.67 47.80
2	 9/13 1.78 0.92 0.86 1.36 0.28 20.50
3	 9/13 1.66 1.03 0.63 1.28 0.24 18.70
4	 9/13 1.65 0.94 0.71 1.26 0.23 18.55
5	 9/13 1.30

Table 4.12: Statistics of the Results Obtained with Different
Combinations of One to Five Gages. b) Runoff Volume.
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the number of gages used. Uncertainty in peak rate and runoff

volume are expressed in terms of range and coefficient of

variation. The results clearly show that uncertainties

associated with rainfall measurements can be greatly reduced

when more than one gage is used. They also emphasize the

importance of the spatial distribution of the gages in the

catchment, particularly when the rainfall field shows an

important gradient. Finally, they give a measure of the

magnitude of the error one can expect from predicting runoff

with a given number of gages. In addition, these results show

the difficulty of simulating runoff from small rainfall

events.

2. Calibration

In Table 4.13, the observed and simulated peak rates and

runoff volumes are reported for eight events (no measurements

are available for the September 13 event). Simulations were

performed with the five raingages. The model shows a tendency

to underestimate the small events and overestimate the large

events. In view of these results, a re-calibration of the

model was attempted. The previous calibration was performed by

Goodrich (1990) with two raingages for events occurring

between 1974 and 1977. Several reasons justified the need for

a new calibration. The vegetative cover changed considerably

on part of the catchment due to chemical and mechanical

treatment. The initial soil moisture computation used by

Goodrich (1990) was not based on experimental data. The runoff
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DATE	 OBSERVED

1. PEAK RATE	 (mm/h)

MAX (1G)

(mm/h)

PREDICTED
MIN (1G)

(mm/h)

5 GAGES

(mm/h)

7/5 29.4 49.0 35.3 41.0
7/11 12.8 26.9 12.0 16.0
7/14 3.2 1.2 0.0 0.5
7/15 9.1 5.0 0.4 3.3
7/19 15.2 9.9 1.0 4.9
7/21 3.2 2.8 1.6 1.3
8/3 17.5 22.7 7.8 12.7

8/12 46.5 72.1 56.2 61.9
9/13 - 8.5 1.6 3.8

2. VOLUME (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

7/5 11.5 14.6 13.6 14.1
7/11 1.8 3.6 1.9 2.6
7/14 0.6 0.3 0.0 0.2
7/15 2.2 1.1 0.1 0.8
7/19 1.9 1.5 0.3 1.0
7/21 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.4
8/3 3.5 3.9 1.3 2.6

8/12 15.4 21.0 17.9 19.5
9/13 - 2.3 0.4 1.2

Table 4.13: Comparison between Observed ans Simulated Runoffs.

measuring device at the outlet of Lucky Hills 104 was modified

(a broad crested weir was replaced by a flume). Finally, the

use of data from five raingages gave more confidence in the

actual representation of the rain falling over the catchment.

Four events were selected for calibration, and four were

held for verification. Calibration was performed on the

following parameters: hydraulic conductivity Ks and

coefficient of variation CV (see description of these

parameters in Appendix 1). The calibration procedure was

described by Goodrich (1990). No optimal solution was found in



the neighborhood of the initial values obtained by Goodrich

(1990) and based on a much larger sample of rainfall events.

It was concluded that the small number of events used in the

calibration did not present enough information to search for

new values of Ks and CV that were very different from the

initial values. Therefore, the initial calibration parameter

set was retained for further simulations.

3. Influence of wind 

For six events, relatively reliable rainfall inclination

characteristics were provided by the vectopluviometer data.

The average values of z b and b for the three gages was used to

estimate the rainfall inclination over the catchment. This

inclination was introduced in the simulation according to the

procedure described in Chapter 2 using rainfall input from

five recording gages. The results are reported in Table 4.14.

In most cases, the impact of wind was very limited. The

largest difference was noted for the August 12 event, with a

3% improvement in simulated runoff volume. These results

confirm the conclusions of Chapter 2. Namely, only exceptional

combinations of storm size, rainfall inclination and aspect

are expected to generate considerable variations in peak rate

and runoff volume.

4. Use of the nonrecording gages

Several reasons suggested that the use of the data from

the nonrecording gages could improve the results of the runoff

simulation. First, if several gages are available, their
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measurements can help reduce the uncertainties due to

measurement error and spatial variability of the rain.

Moreover, in this particular study, it has been shown that the

nonrecording gages catch more rain than the recording gages,

reducing the systematic error due to wind-related catch

deficit. In this analysis, the whole network of 48 gages was

used in connection with intensity data derived from raingage

83 (the reference gage). It was assumed that the time

distribution of the rain was spatially invariant. Computation

of rainfall on each plane was described in Chapter 2. High

quality individual measurements of storms by the nonrecording

gages were available for four events. The results of these

computations are displayed in Table 4.15 and compared with the

results from simulation with one (RG 83) and five recording

gages.

DATE	 OBSERVED	 RG-83	 5 GAGES RG-83+NRG

RUNOFF VOLUME (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

07-11 1.8 3.9 2.6 2.5
08-03 3.5 3.1 2.6 3.6
08-12 15.4 20.9 19.5 20.7
09-13 - 0.8 1.2 1.4

PEAK RATE (mm/h) (mm/h) (mm/h) (mm/h)

07-11 12.8 17.3 16.0 13.8
08-03 17.5 19.7 12.7 22.8
08-12 46.5 65.4 61.9 65.1
09-13 - 3.4 3.8 5.8
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Compared with the results from gage 83 alone, the use of

the nonrecording gages systematically improved the computation

of total volume. In one case, it even performed better than

the simulation with the five recording gages. The number of

events is too low to draw definitive conclusions, but these

results are encouraging for the use of nonrecording gages as

a viable alternative to expensive networks of recording gages.

This conclusion applies only for a small catchment. When the

size of the catchment increases, the assumption of

stationarity in the time distribution of the rain becomes

unrealistic given the well known kinematic properties of

storms.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1. Synthesis 

The objective of this study was to analyze the

uncertainties related to rainfall measurements and to examine

how these uncertainties would affect runoff prediction for a

small catchment. The motivation underlying this research was

generated by the necessity to assess the validity of the

typical assumption of uniform rainfall in modeling small

catchment hydrology.

To carry out this experiment, a small catchment (Lucky

Hills 104; 4.4 ha) in semi-arid southeastern Arizona was

selected and modeled with the physically-based distributed

rainfall-runoff model KINEROSR. While the results of this

experiment provide information which can be interpreted in a

general sense, their extrapolation to other situations or at

other scales must be carried out with extreme prudence. The

following conclusions refer to the specific conditions

encountered in the experiment.

Three principal aspects of uncertainties related to

rainfall measurements were considered potentially important:

measurement errors, spatial variability of the rainfall field,

and the influence of rainfall inclination. Problems related to

data processing were also examined and their impact on runoff

prediction were evaluated. The major conclusions drawn from

this study follow.
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1. Measurement errors are of two types: systematic error

and random error. Systematic errors could not be assessed with

precision. However, the Lucky Hills catchment offers near

ideal measurement conditions for reducing the catch

deficiencies due to wind (Sevruk, 1987). Given this situation,

wind induced errors were expected to be relatively small.

Comparisons between the conventional recording gages and small

gages installed closer to the ground (30 cm) showed that the

recording gages would underestimate the rainfall depth by

2.5%.

2. An estimate of random errors was derived from the

measurements from four nearby gages. This estimate was

compared with the results obtained through storm

geostatistical analysis. These errors, combining reading error

and microscale heterogeneities of the rain, were found to be

more important for small than for large storms when expressed

in percentage of the rainfall depth. Their importance was

estimated as approximately 6% for small rains (< 15 mm),

asymptotically decreasing to 3% for larger storms.

3. Data processing was also investigated as a potential

source of uncertainty in computing rainfall intensities. Large

imprecisions in the shape of the hyetograph due to the

arbitrary decisions involved in the digitizing process were

observed. However, it was shown that these imprecisions are

filtered and attenuated in the runoff generation and routing

process. Error in the assessment of maximum recorded rainfall
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intensity due to the digitizing process can reach 25%. This

error translated in variations of about 3 to 5% in peak runoff

rate computation, and 2% in runoff volume. The fact that

errors in rainfall intensities for successive time steps are

not independent but compensating partially explains the

filtering effect of the model. The process of infiltration and

energy losses in routing also have an attenuating effect. A

practical conclusion resulting from this analysis is that two

hyetographs can hardly be used to analyze rainfall variations

measured by nearby raingages, except if they are calculated

for the same time intervals. The time resolution of the charts

and the amplitude of the rainfall were found to have a

marginal impact on these results.

4. Spatial variability of the storm field was assessed by

the means of geostatistical analysis. Individual storms were

found to systematically contain a first order drift. In most

of the cases, no other significant spatial correlation

structure of the rainfall field was detected at the scale of

the experiment. The existence of a nugget in the variograms

confirmed the presence of "white noise" described earlier as

random error.

The importance of the drift was found to be variable from

one storm to the other. The largest observed drift showed a

gradient of 2.5 mm/100 m. In terms of relative differences,

the highest value of the gradient represented 14% of the mean

rainfall depth over 100 m. However, according to Hershfield
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(1969), much larger gradients could be expected. The existence

of a drift in individual storms invalidates the classical

assumption of homogenous field over a small areas. It also

implies that the choice of the location of a raingage relative

to the center of the catchment determines the amplitude of the

expected error in estimating areal average over the catchment.

It confirms the observations made by McConkey et al. (1990) at

a larger scale (800-4000 m) who emphasized the importance of

installing the gages in the center of the study area.

5. Spatial analysis of the temporal distribution of

rainfall intensities across the catchment was carried out by

examining the cross correlation between two gages. It could

not detect significant variations, partly because of

imprecisions induced by the digitizing process. Yet, visual

examination of cumulative rainfall plots suggested that some

rains display a very homogenous spatial distribution of the

shape of the hyetograph, while others would display

significant differences between gages.

6. The impact of wind on runoff simulation is a function

of rainfall inclination and basin characteristics (scale and

topography). The use of vectopluviometers or anemometers to

assess the importance of rainfall inclination is based on the

assumption of homogeneity of the wind field over the area.

This assumption was found somewhat unrealistic. At the scale

of the Lucky Hills catchment, significant spatial variations

in wind pattern were observed, probably caused by the local
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topography. Measurements from tilted gages, aimed at providing

an unbiased estimate of the hydrologic precipitation over

homogenous areas of the catchment, did not show significant

differences with measurements from vertical gages. The mild

slopes of the watershed are the main reason for this result.

In most wind conditions, the expected value of the difference

in measurement between titled and vertical gages was of the

same order of magnitude as the random error associated with

measurement. Yet, these results do not invalidate the theory

that tilted gages give a better representation of hydrologic

rain than vertical gages. In the case of Lucky Hills, the mild

topography restricted the importance of the wind impact to

very particular combinations of rainfall depth and wind

characteristics. In those exceptional cases, the wind

correction factor can significantly improved the simulation of

runoff.

7. Runoff simulations performed with data from variable

numbers of recording gages demonstrated that the uncertainty

in runoff prediction is strongly related to the number of

gages used in the simulation. In particular, the use of two

gages instead of one greatly reduced the variability of

computed runoff. These variations result from the combination

of measurement errors and the spatial variability of rainfall

described earlier. The study suggests that the precipitation

measurement errors are relatively small. Yet, they translate

into much larger variations of runoff volume and peak rate.
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The experiment confirmed that small events suffer much higher

relative variations than larger storms. It also showed that in

the presence of a strong rainfall gradient, the location of

the gages becomes a crucial parameter in simulating the storm

hydrograph.

8. Simulations using the network of nonrecording gages

associated with a unique recording gage showed that

nonrecording gages are a workable alternative when only one

recording gage is available. They account for the spatial

variability of the rainfall field and reduce the error in

estimating the mean areal rainfall. Such a conclusion would

not hold at larger scales, when the underlying assumption of

spatial invariance of the shape of the hyetograph becomes

unrealistic. In this experiment, the use of nonrecording gages

also reduced the systematic error due to rainfall catch

deficiency.

5.2. Practical Implications and Recommendations 

The above conclusions represent a strong restriction to

the assumption that in modeling the hydrology of small

catchments, one can rely on the data from one nearby

conventional raingage to produce an accurate estimate of the

hydrograph. This is particularly true for small rainfall

events, when the runoff per unit area is of the same order of

magnitude as the measurement error. This aspect of the problem
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of validating hydrologic models was also stressed by Goodrich

and Woolhiser (1990).

The analysis of wind impact demonstrated that when the

rain comes from a direction perpendicular to the axis of the

main channels, the loss in rainfall catch on one side is

compensated by the gain on the other side of the catchment. In

such a case, the hydrograph displays only minor variations.

These results suggest that, at the scale of the Lucky Hills

catchment, the spatial distribution of the rain in itself

plays a secondary role in the assessment of the hydrograph.

The estimation of the total volume of rain falling on the

catchment is of primary importance. This conclusion holds only

for storms presenting a mild gradient and needs further

investigation. It indicates that a relation exists between the

scale of the basin and the ratio between measurement error and

spatial variability of rainfall. With increasing basin size,

spatial variability of the rainfall field would progressively

become the dominant aspect in determining the characteristics

of the hydrograph. This implies that no linear relation exists

between the number of gages, the scale of the catchment and

the accuracy one can expect from runoff simulation. At small

scales, it also explains why one cannot rely on the data from

a single raingage.

The measure of the uncertainties related to runoff

prediction also raises the problem of commensurate resolution.

A trade-off must be respected between the geometric complexity
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of the runoff model and the available rainfall information.

The development of highly sophisticated distributed models,

made possible by the increasing capacities of computers, is

now limited by the uncertainty associated with the rainfall

input. More attention should be given to the rainfall

measurement problem before continuing to perform marginal

model improvements.

For small catchments like Lucky Hills, this study shows

that some improvements are possible. Using more than one gage

considerably improved the computation of the hydrograph. An

even distribution of the gages over the area also proved

important. Nonrecording gages were shown to be a feasible

alternative when a network of recording gages is not

available. If the rainfall-runoff model can account for them,

tilted gages distributed according to the major slope aspects

of the catchment should also reduce the error in assessment of

hydrologic rainfall computation. Some authors (Larson and

Peck, 1974; Lavee, 1986) proposed to account for these

measurement errors by applying a correction factor on the

total rainfall depth measured by a conventional recording

gage. They suggested the use of a formula of the type

(5.1)
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where PT is the hydrologic rainfall depth, PRG is the rain

measured by the recording gage, elm is the ratio between

measurements by the nonrecording and the recording gage, and

CT account for the difference between tilted and vertical

measurements. The present study shows that the use of those

correction factors improves runoff computation accuracy.

Further investigation is necessary to better assess the

relative importance of the different factors affecting the

accuracy of runoff computation. A larger number of sample

events would allow estimation of a confidence interval for the

simulated runoff. This confidence interval would be a function

of the characteristics of the storm (volume, wind, gradient)

and of the basin (size, topography). It would be most helpful

in interpreting results when simulation is used to estimate

changes in the runoff response due to change in the physical

properties of a catchment.

Finally, another potentially interesting field for

further investigation lies in the relations between the

phenomena observed at small scale (wind, spatial and temporal

characteristics of the rain, which were described in this

study) and the large scale meteorological properties of the

storms. A better knowledge of these relationships would also

help assess the confidence limits of simulated hydrographs.
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APPENDIX 1

THE RAINFALL-RUNOFF MODEL KINEROS

The hydrologic model used in the evaluation of runoff

sensitivity to spatial variability of rainfall is the research

version of a physically based, event oriented, distributed

model (KINEROSR). It describes the processes of surface runoff

(and erosion) from small agricultural and urban watersheds. A

detailed description of the model can be found in the User

Manual of KINEROS (Woolhiser et al., 1990b).

1. Model Structure 

In KINEROS, the watershed is represented by a cascade of

planes and channels. Computation of runoff is based on the

kinematic wave approximation to overland and channel flow.

Infiltration is calculated by the Smith and Parlange (1978)

model, which is an approximation of the one-dimensional form

of Richards' equation for homogenous porous media. The partial

differential equations describing the runoff and infiltration

processes are solved by finite difference techniques.

The model assumes Hortonian runoff generation. Under this

assumption, all runoff is produced by excess rainfall. The

model is not appropriate for catchments with significant

subsurface flow components. It is an event-oriented model as

it does not describe evapotranspiration and does not compute

soil water movement between storms.
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The model is distributed because geomorphological

parameters, rainfall input and soil moisture characteristics

may differ for each watershed or channel element.

2. Kinematic Wave Theory

The kinematic wave approximation to the general de Saint

Venant equations (Woolhiser and Liggett, 1967) has been widely

used for 20 years to simulate the movements of rainfall excess

water over the land surface and through small channels. The

validity of its assumptions has been extensively confirmed by

experiment and its hydraulic requirements are well

established.

The equations describing unsteady open-channel flow are

the continuity equation and the equation of motion (Miller,

1984). In one dimension, the continuity equation is generally

given in the form:

ao ah
ax	 at -	 (x, t)	 (1.1)

where t is the time, Q is the discharge per unit width, x is

the spatial coordinate in the direction of the slope, h is the

depth of water and q(x,t) is the lateral inflow rate (excess

precipitation).

The equation of motion involves Newton's second law and

the principles of conservation of energy and momentum. For

one-dimensional, shallow-water waves, it can be approximated

by:
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ah	 ay avg + v — +ax	 ax at
- g (So - S f) - i(v-u)	 (I.2)

where	 g = acceleration of gravity

v = flow velocity

u = horizontal component of q

S o = bed slope

S f = friction slope.

The second term of the right hand side of Equation (I.2)

represents the horizontal component of the lateral inflow

rate. It is usually neglected.

Equations (I.1) and (I.2) are the general form of the one

dimensional de Saint Venant equations. In the kinematic

approximation, advantage is taken from the fact that g is

large compared to the terms on the left hand side of Equation

(I.2). The equation is then simplified as follows:

So ''' St	 (I.3)

This states that the flow Q is a function of h alone and

can be evaluated using a uniform-flow equation (Manning or

Chézy formulae). The kinematic form of the equation of motion

is then

Q - a h rn 	(I.3)
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where a and in are parameters. Combining equations (I.1) and

(I.4), we get

an , an
+ a m hin- -at	 ax - g(x,t)	 (I.5)

The kinematic wave equations do not preserve all the

properties of the de Saint Venant equations, but it has been

shown that the kinematic wave formulation is an excellent

approximation for most overland flow conditions.

In KINEROS, the dynamic equation can be described by the

Manning or the Chézy equation. In the present study, Manning's

equation was chosen.

3. Infiltration

Infiltration is computed by the Smith and Parlange (1978)

model. Infiltration capacity f c can be described as a function

of the initial soil water content El i and the amount of rain

already absorbed into the soil F:

f, - f(F,0 1 ) (1.6)

The initial water content O. is assumed constant over the

depth of wetting but varies between storms. The model uses two

parameters, saturated hydraulic conductivity Ks and effective

net capillary drive G (related to sorptivity), in a simplified

analytic solution of the underlying Darcy flow and continuity

equations of water across the surface:



exp (—F )
Bfa - Ks

where B is the saturation deficit of the soil, given by

B - G ( 3 5 - 0 1 )	 (I.8)

with O s and e i being the saturated and initial water contents.

The parameters K s and G are assumed constant over a plane

but can vary from plane to plane. However, in the research

version (KINEROSR) used in this study, a log-normal

distribution is used to describe the cross-slope small scale

variability of Ks on a plane element. The coefficient of

variation of Ks then becomes another input parameter for each

plane element.

The model also accounts for infiltration during

recession. When rainfall falls to a rate below the

infiltration capacity, infiltration continues from the rain

and flowing water still on the soil until the water is locally

depleted. The proportion of the soil in contact with water

during that period is calculated through a parameter

representing the surface microtopography. When a long hiatus

of rain occurs, KINEROS computes the changes in relative

saturation based on an analytic estimation of the water

content that the soil would attain for a given r < K.

146

exp (—F ) -1
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4. Rainfall Interpolation 

The research version (KINEROSR) is designed to account

for spatial and temporal variability of rainfall using a

space-time interpolation scheme. Details of this technique are

given in Goodrich (1990). For each element of plane or

channel, the distance between the element centroid and the

three nearest rain gages is computed and the intensity of rain

at each time step is calculated as a linear combination of the

intensity at the three gages. Initial soil moisture for the

element is computed by the same process.

5. Parameter Estimation for Watershed 104 of Lucky Hills 

KINEROSR has been tested over a range of basin scales in

Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed. For watershed 104, a

detailed description of the techniques for parameter

estimation is provided in Goodrich (1990).

Four levels of geometric complexity exist to describe the

watershed, involving respectively 235, 54, 12 and 1 element(s)

of planes and channels. The second level (54 elements) has

proved to have a minor impact on the shape of the hydrograph

when compared to the most complex representation. It has been

chosen in this study for computation time convenience.

The model was calibrated for three key parameters:

multipliers applied to initial field-based estimates of

roughness coefficient, mean saturated hydraulic conductivity

Ks and the coefficient of variation of the log-normal

distribution of Ks on a plane (CV). The calibration was
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performed with rainfall intensity data from two raingages (83

and 384). Initial soil moisture was calculated by the daily

water balance component of CREAMS (Knisel, 1980). Calibration

was performed on 9 rainfall events. The calibration criteria

was the Nash-Sutcliff efficiency coefficient E (Nash and

Sutcliffe, 1970) defined as

E (i - Qi) 2

E - 1 - 	

E co. - 2
2

(1 -1,...n)	 (1.9)

A
where	 Qi = simulated runoff for the i

Q i = observed runoff for the i th event,

Q = mean of Q. for events 1 to n.

A perfect simulation gives E = 1.

For Lucky Hills 104, Goodrich (1990) obtained for peak

rate and total runoff the respective values of 0.98 and 0.97

with the calibration events. The values of E obtained with 16

verification events were 0.99 and 0.97.

The parameter set obtained through this calibration was

used without any alteration during this study.
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APPENDIX 2

GEOMETRY OF WIND DRIVEN RAIN

Fourcade (1942), followed by Hamilton (1954) and Sharon

(1980) showed that a conventional vertical raingage does not

provide a measure of the amount of water falling on an

inclined surface when the mean rainfall vector is not

vertical. The development by Sharon (1980) is presented below.

1. Variations of the Effective (Hydrological) Rainfall 

Incident on the Ground 

The intensity at which a given rainf lux is intercepted on

the ground depends on the angle of incidence. It is maximum

for a rain falling perpendicular to the ground, and reaches

zero for a rain parallel to the ground. In hydrology, one is

interested in the amount of water actually reaching the

ground. This is called hydrological rainfall, as opposed to

meteorological rainfall, which is the amount of water

collected on a horizontal surface. Meteorological point

rainfall can be measured by the ways of a conventional

vertical raingage. To estimate hydrological point rainfall,

additional information is necessary when rain is measured

through a vertical gage. Figure 11.1, from Hamilton (1954),

illustrates how a vertical gage provides a fair estimate of

the amount of rain reaching the ground only when the rainfall

vector is vertical. Yet, if the gage is installed
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perpendicular to the ground slope (tilted raingage), it

provides an unbiased estimate of the hydrological rainfall.

2. Theoretical Approach

Let a vertical raingage, of aperture diameter do , and

assume a homogenous rainfall which can be represented by a

vector R, having an inclination b from the vertical, and an

azimuth zb from which the rain is falling (relative to a given

direction i.e. South). This vector is called the "storm

vector". The amount of water caught by a gage depends on the

gage aperture area S and on the angle of incidence i of the

rain relative to the gage (i is measured from a direction

perpendicular to the gage orifice). The intensity I

intercepted by the gage is given by

I -R cos i (II.1)

where R is the intensity of rain measured in a plane

perpendicular to the storm vector. One can show that the angle

of incidence i is given by

cos j - cos a cos b + sin a sin b cos (za - zb) (11.21

where a is the inclination of the gage orifice (relative to an

horizontal plane) and z a
 is the azimuth toward which the plane

of the orifice is inclined. The rainfall intensity 1 0

intercepted by a vertical gage (horizontal orifice, a=0) is

only a function of b:

	10  - R cos b	 (II.3)
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Thus, for a gage installed with its orifice parallel to the

ground on an inclined terrain (a*0), I is given by

I - 10 [cos a + sin a tan b cos (za - zb)]	 (II.4)

where a is also the mean slope of the ground. Integrating the

intensity over the duration of a storm, and assuming b and z b

constant:

P; - Po [cos a + sin a tan b cos (za - zb)]

where P'
a 
is the hydrological precipitation depth measured

along the normal to the inclined surface, and Po is the depth

of meteorological rainfall measured along the normal to the

horizontal plane. The amount of hydrological precipitation

expressed along the normal to the horizontal surface is given

by

Pa ..t

P;  

cos a

Hence, the correction factor giving the amount of hydrological

precipitation from the measurements of a conventional gage,

and provided that a, b, z a and z b are known, is

Pa
T -	 - 1 + tg a tg b cos (za - zb )	 (11.7)

Po
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One can see from Eq. (II.7) that when the rain comes from

a direction perpendicular to the azimuth of the plane, the

correction factor is 1. In this case, Po is an unbiased

estimate of the hydrological precipitation. When the rain

comes from the direction of the plane azimuth, z a-z b = 0° and

T > 1. Inversely, T is smaller than 1 for 90 0 < z a-z b < 270°,

and is minimum when z a-z b = 180°, i.e. when the rain comes from

the direction opposite to the plane azimuth.

3. Modification of KINEROS to Account for Inclined Rainfall 

In the model, the azimuth z a is introduced as a parameter

for each plane defined in the discretization. The parameter

(a) is the slope (s) of the plane. Parameters (b) and z b are

characteristics of the rain. They are defined over the entire

storm. The correction factor T is then computed by Eq. (II.7)

(it varies with the plane inclination and azimuth) and is

applied to the rainfall computation for each time period and

for each plane. The correction is applied after the rainfall

interpolation computation.



APPENDIX 3

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

1. TOTAL RAINFALL DEPTH FOR THE RECORDING RAINGAGES

2. VOLUMETRIC WATER CONTENT AT THE RAINGAGE LOCATIONS

3. MEASURED RAINFALL DEPTH AT THE NONRECORDING RAINGAGES
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3. MEASURED RAINFALL DEPTH AT THE NONRECORDING RAINGAGES

GAGE EAST (X) NORTH (Y) ELEVATION	 VEGETATION

(m)	 (m)	 (m) (X)

7/11

(#m)

7/14

(nnn)

7/18

(mn)

7/19

( un)

7/21

(i rn)

16 180.7 343.3 29.0 12.0 14.9 36.1 1.9 18.1 7.3
17 208.4 356.3 28.3 25.0 14.6 37.1 2.7 17.4 8.4
18 235.8 369.1 29.0 38.0 14.3 38.3 2.4 17.4 7.4
19 263.2 382.0 31.7 0.0 14.9 36.4 2.4 18.1 7.2
23 111.7 276.3 27.4 0.0 13.9 36.4 2.2 17.4 7.8
24 138.8 289.3 28.0 12.0 14.3 36.1 2.4 17.4 8.2
25 165.9 302.2 25.6 12.0 14.6 37.1 2.4 18.7 8.4
26 193.4 315.4 25.3 25.0 14.6 37.4 2.5 16.2 6.9
27 220.8 328.4 25.0 38.0 14.6 37.1 2.6 18.1 7.5
28 248.2 341.4 29.0 25.0 14.6 36.8 2.5 17.4 7.1
31 70.1 222.6 25.9 0.0 13.4 35.8 2.1 16.8 8.1
32 97.0 235.5 25.3 12.0 13.1 37.4 2.3 17.4 7.8
33 124.0 248.4 25.3 12.0 13.1 37.4 2.5 18.1 8.1
34 151.5 261.3 25.6 38.0 14.0 37.7 2.4 18.7 7.1
35 178.6 274.6 23.8 0.0 14.6 37.1 2.8 18.1 7.2
36 205.9 287.7 22.9 12.0 14.0 37.4 2.7 18.7 6.9
37 233.4 300.6 23.5 12.0 14.9 36.4 2.4 18.7 6.4
38 260.5 313.7 26.2 12.0 14.9 36.8 2.7 18.7 7.2
41 82.4 194.5 25.3 12.0 14.3 36.4 2.6 17.4 8.1
42 109.2 207.4 23.5 0.0 13.7 38.0 2.6 18.1 7.8
43 136.6 220.5 23.2 12.0 14.3 36.1 2.6 18.1 7.8
44 163.8 233.7 23.8 50.0 14.0 37.1 2.6 18.1 7.2
45 191.2 246.7 23.5 0.0 14.3 37.4 2.5 17.4 7.0
46 218.3 259.9 21.3 38.0 14.3 36.8 2.6 19.3 6.9
47 245.7 272.9 22.9 0.0 15.6 36.8 2.7 19.3 6.8
48 273.0 285.9 24.4 12.0 14.9 35.5 2.6 17.4 6.2
51 94.3 166.9 24.7 25.0 13.1 37.4 2.4 16.2 8.1
52 121.5 179.8 22.6 50.0 14.0 37.7 2.4 18.1 8.4
53 149.0 193.0 20.7 75.0 13.1 36.8 2.6 18.1 7.7
54 176.4 205.9 22.6 12.0 13.7 36.8 2.7 19.3 7.3
55 203.6 219.1 22.9 50.0 13.7 36.8 2.7 18.7 6.9
56 230.8 232.2 20.1 50.0 14.9 36.8 2.7 18.7 6.8
57 258.2 245.4 22.3 25.0 15.9 37.1 2.7 18.1 6.2
62 133.9 152.3 23.5 75.0 14.0 39.2 2.8 17.4 8.1
63 161.2 165.5 20.4 75.0 13.7 38.0 2.9 18.1 7.5
64 188.8 178.7 21.0 38.0 13.7 36.1 2.9 18.1 7.2
65 216.2 191.7 21.0 100.0 13.7 36.1 2.8 18.7 6.3
66 243.0 204.5 19.2 50.0 14.9 37.1 2.8 19.9 6.3
67 270.7 217.9 23.5 50.0 15.6 36.1 2.7 19.3 6.4
73 173.9 138.0 21.6 100.0 13.4 38.9 2.7 19.3 7.3
74 201.1 151.1 18.0 25.0 14.3 38.6 2.9 20.5 6.9
75 228.4 163.9 19.2 50.0 14.9 36.8 2.8 19.9 6.9
76 255.8 176.9 20.4 38.0 14.9 35.5 3.1 19.9 6.7
77 283.0 189.9 23.5 38.0 14.9 32.7 2.8 18.1 6.2
83 186.3 110.3 21.9 38.0 14.0 38.6 2.7 19.3 6.5
84 213.5 123.2 18.6 25.0 14.0 38.3 2.9 19.3 7.0
85 240.9 136.3 15.5 62.0 14.6 38.3 3.0 20.5 6.5
86 268.2 149.2 20.4 38.0 15.3 36.1 2.6 20.5 5.7

X and Y are expressed in UTM coordinates, with the following
transformations: X4TM = 589600.00 + X; Yum = 3511600.00 + Y.
Vegetation coefficient: see definition in the text.
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3. MEASURED RAINFALL DEPTH AT THE NONRECORDING RAINGAGES

GAGE 8/1

(mm)

8/3

(mm)

8/6

(mm)

8/12

(mm)

8/13

(mm)

9/13

(mm)

TOTAL

(mm)

16 12.0 13.6 2.1 53.7 12.8 10.3 182.8
17 13.4 13.9 2.5 54.8 13.2 10.7 188.7
18 14.0 14.2 2.4 53.5 13.9 11.8 189.8
19 13.3 14.3 2.4 53.6 13.5 11.1 187.2
23 12.6 12.5 2.4 54.7 12.9 12.8 185.6
24 11.8 14.8 2.4 54.6 12.8 12.1 187.0
25 12.7 13.7 1.8 54.8 11.9 11.0 187.0
26 12.4 14.1 2.5 54.9 13.3 11.5 186.3
27 13.4 14.9 2.4 54.7 13.4 11.5 190.1
28 13.3 15.3 2.4 54.2 13.4 11.2 188.2
31 11.8 14.0 2.2 53.1 13.2 13.0 183.5
32 11.8 13.5 2.2 52.9 12.7 13.4 184.6
33 12.1 14.6 2.5 54.5 13.2 12.1 188.1
34 11.8 13.8 2.4 55.1 13.3 11.7 188.1
35 12.2 13.8 2.2 53.3 13.5 12.1 186.8
36 12.9 15.6 2.3 53.5 13.5 12.1 189.6
37 13.5 13.9 2.4 51.7 13.9 13.1 187.5
38 13.5 15.1 2.4 53.7 13.3 11.3 189.5
41 12.1 13.4 2.4 51.1 13.0 14.0 184.8
42 11.5 13.4 2.3 56.1 12.8 14.9 191.1
43 12.0 13.3 2.4 55.3 13.3 13.0 188.3
44 12.8 13.4 2.5 54.5 13.6 14.1 189.8
45 12.2 14.0 2.2 54.7 13.3 12.1 187.2
46 13.2 14.6 2.3 53.4 13.8 13.9 191.2
47 13.8 15.6 2.4 51.9 13.6 13.8 192.1
48 13.4 14.5 2.4 53.7 13.8 12.8 187.3
51 11.8 14.2 2.6 54.8 13.2 14.1 188.0
52 11.8 13.7 2.4 52.9 13.8 15.5 190.6
53 12.0 13.6 2.2 51.7 13.0 12.8 183.4
54 12.6 13.5 2.4 53.0 13.4 12.4 187.2
55 12.3 14.7 2.2 52.4 13.3 13.3 187.0
56 13.3 14.6 2.3 51.1 13.9 13.9 189.1
57 13.9 15.5 2.5 51.4 14.1 14.5 191.9
62 11.8 14.1 2.5 52.4 13.9 15.5 191.8
63 12.1 15.2 2.5 54.2 13.9 13.5 191.5
64 12.1 15.1 2.4 52.3 13.6 13.3 186.8
65 12.9 15.3 2.4 51.7 13.5 13.7 187.1
66 13.5 15.3 2.7 51.1 14.2 14.4 192.3
67 13.1 14.9 2.7 50.6 13.6 16.2 191.2
73 12.2 17.1 2.6 51.1 13.6 15.3 193.5
74 13.0 15.4 2.4 52.3 13.8 13.8 194.0
75 13.4 15.3 2.4 52.3 13.0 13.4 191.0
76 13.6 15.3 2.6 49.2 14.1 13.9 189.0
77 13.7 15.5 2.6 45.5 13.9 14.4 180.3
83 12.0 17.4 2.6 52.0 13.2 14.0 192.3
84 12.4 16.1 2.5 51.6 13.6 15.1 192.8
85 13.6 16.6 2.5 51.4 14.5 14.3 195.9
86 13.8 18.0 2.6 50.0 13.6 14.6 193.0



APPENDIX 4

GEOSTATISTICAL ANALYSIS

UNIVARIATE STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INDIVIDUAL
RAINFALL MEASUREMENTS

EASTBOUND
(m)

NORTHBOUND
(n)

ELEVATION
(m)

VEGETATION JULY 11
(mm)

N used
.

48 48 48 48 48
N missing 0 o o o 0
N	 .LE.	 0 o 0 o 7 o

Mean 191.810 234.608 23.496 31.208 14.328
Variance : 3196.951 4801.315 10.321 650.381 .468
Std. Dev. : 56.542 69.292 3.213 25.503 .684
Coef. Var. : 29.478 29.535 13.673 81.717 4.776
Skewness : -.352 .274 .153 .884 -.023
Kurtosis : 2.164 2.220 3.126 3.385 2.491

Minimum : 70.060 110.340 15.540 .000 13.080
25th %tile : 148.980 178.730 21.030 12.000 13.690
Median . 197.225 227.385 23.460 25.000 14.330
75th %tile : 235.770 285.940 25.290 50.000 14.940
Maximum : 282.960 382.040 31.690 100.000 15.880

JULY 14
(mm)

JULY 18
(mm)

JULY 19
(mm)

JULY 21
(mm)

AUGUST 1
(mm)

N used -. 48 48 48 48 48
N missing : 0 0 0 o o
N	 .LE.	 0 : o 0 o o 0

Mean 36.958 2.611 18.388 7.195 12.724
Variance : 1.155 .052 1.071 .457 .531
Std. Dev. : 1.075 .228 1.035 .676 .729
Coef. Var. : 2.908 8.719 5.629 9.398 5.727
Skewness : -.886 -.723 .251 .097 .125
Kurtosis : 6.764 4.329 2.832 2.229 1.596

Minimum : 32.690 1.880 16.180 5.740 11.530
25th %tile : 36.420 2.440 17.450 6.780 12.010
Median . 36.905 2.620 18.060 7.160 12.675
75th %tile : 37.360 2.740 19.300 7.770 13.390
Maximum : 39.240 3.120 20.550 8.410 14.020
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AUGUST 3
(mm)

AUGUST 6
(mm)

AUGUST 12
(mm)

AUGUST 13
(mm)

SEPT.13
(mm)

Mused	 : 48 48 48 48 48
N missing	 : 0 0 0 0 0
N	 .LE.	 0	 : 0 0 0 0 0

Mean	 : 14.675 2.408 52.859 13.451 13.199
Variance	 : 1.262 .027 3.621 .220 1.966
Std. Dev.	 : 1.123 .166 1.903 .469 1.402
Coef. Var.	 : 7.656 6.883 3.600 3.488 10.623
Skewness	 : .860 -1.281 -1.221 -.557 -.093
Kurtosis	 : 3.786 6.799 5.987 4.240 2.286

Minimum	 : 12.520 1.750 45.470 11.890 10.280
25th %tile : 13.820 2.310 51.690 13.210 12.140
Median	 : 14.580 2.440 53.060 13.460 13.355
75th %tile : 15.270 2.490 54.480 13.770 14.140
Maximum	 : 18.010 2.740 56.110 14.500 16.170

7/21-8/12 TOTAL RAIN
(mm) (mm)

Mused	 : 48 48
N missing	 : 0 0
N	 .LE. 0	 : 0 0

Mean	 : 104.181 188.750
Variance	 : 3.313 10.061
Std. Dev. 1.820 3.172
Coef. Var.	 : 1.747 1.681
Skewness -.638 -.258
Kurtosis 3.873 3.047

Minimum	 : 98.400 180.200
25th %tile : 102.900 187.000
Median	 : 104.400 188.500
75th %tile : 105.300 191.100
Maximum	 : 107.600 195.900
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